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The principal problem co nsidered is that of determining which p iacement of n dis ks 
of equal radius will cover as mu ch as poss ible of a circular a rea A . Extensive computer 
experimen ts were performed to find the optimal a rra ngements and to co mpare t he perform
ances of sever al " black box" m aximi zation methods as a pplied to t his problem . A second 
version, in which A is di vided in to subregions and eac h disk is regar<ied as contributing to 
the coverage of on ly one subregion , is also treated. R elated mathematical res ults a nd 
questions a re discussed . 

1. The Problem 1 

1.1. Description of Covering Problem 

We are given a eircular area A of radius H, cen
tered at the origin of the XY-plane, ftnd ft specified 
number n of circulftr disks Oi (1 :=;i:=;n) all having t he 
same rftdius r< B. How should the n disks be placed 
so that they cover as great a portion of A ftS possible'? 
And for this optimal placement of the disks, what is 
the ratio between (1) the ftrea of the portion of A 
covered by the disks, and (2) the total area of A? 

To describ e the problem m.ore precisely we shall 
make the following defini tions. A placemen t or con
figurat ion of n disks is uniqucl~T determin ed by spec
ifying the (X,Y) coordinates of centers oJ the disks. 
If we suppose that the n disks are ordered by their 
indices 0 ,,02, ••• , 0", we may constru ct the vector 
X = (X" Y1,X 2,Y2, ••• , X,,, Y,, ) where (Xi,Yi) de
notes th e center of tlw dis k Oi. This vector X with 
2n components completely determines ft co nfiguration 
of the n disks with r espect to the large area A . The 
configuration of figure 1 would be represented by 
the vector. 

.X = (- 11,6, - 1,12,- 3,3 , - 5, - 4,6,1,12,7). 

Now for each vector there is a uniquely determined 
area of thftt r egion of the plane which is within A ftnd 
at leas t one of the disks Oi' J 11 set theoretic notation 

this r egion would be gi ven as (U Oi) n A. In figure 
1= 1 

1 the l'egion we want is shaded. It should be clear 
t hat the ratio referred to above is a Junction F(X). 
If we r estrict the pft irs (X i,Yi ) by r equiring that the 
cen ters oJ all disks lie within A, then our problem is 
thftt oJ m aximizing the function F(X) over some 
bounded subregion of 2n-dimensional Euclideftn 
space. 

'Supported in I),,:-t by Lhe U .S. Army Signal Air I1cfcnse Engineering Agen cy. 
1 T he a ULhor is especia ll y indebted to A. J . Goldma n (NBS OperaLions Re

search Section) for Ill a ny he lpful suggestion s d urin g t his research. 

1.2. Some Related Problems 

There a.r e seveml problems thn.t are closely related 
to our problem and which seem to b e somewhat more 
interesting hom ft purely mftthematical viewpoint. 
Since their solution for the most part involves ob
taining a solu tion to the general problem stated in 
section 1.1 , we shall briefly mention Lhese others: 

(a) Given disks of radius l'<R, what is the mini
mum nllllber of them required to cover A com
pletely ? 

(b) Given l'<R, what is the m aximum number of 
disks of rftdius r that can be packed in to A so that 
there is no overlap betwee n disks and each disk lies 
entirely within A? See figure 2. 

(c) Given the number n of disks, what is the mini
m um radius l' for which these disks can com pletely 
cover A? 

(d) Given the number n of disks , what is the llhtxi
mum mcl ins r consistent with pftck ing? 

(c) Given t he value of P = nr2, wha,t values of n 
and T determine the best coverage? 

Certain of the above clftsses of problems lend them
selves to direct analytical solution. For example, 
problem ea) above with 2 r = 1/2 can be solved briefly 
as follows: For complete coverage it is r equired that 
the circumference of A be covered . R emembering 
that a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle of radius 
B has edges of length B , we see that at least six disks 
are required to cover the circumfer ence. Bu t if 
exactly six are used then the center of A is left un
cover ed and a seventh disk is required. It can then 
be shown that seven disks arc in fact sufficient and 
t he problem is solved. A similar arg ument can be 
used to show that 1'= 1/2 is the solu tion to (c) when 
n = 7. Problem (b) in the case 1'= 1/2 can also be 
solved eftsily. 

Probably the least trivial analytical solution in 
this class of problems is clue to Neville [1] 3, who 
solved problem (c) in the case n = 5. H e showed 

2 \\rc assum e R = l for convenience; i t sh ould be noted that Lbe ratio of coverage 
depe nds onl y on Til? and therefore our assumption invo lves no loss of gene ralit y. 

3 :Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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FIGUR E l. Coverage by six disks. 

FIGU RE 2 . Loose packing of three disks . 

t hat the minimum radius r equu·ed is approximately 
0.609 . It is interes ting to note tha t the configura
t ion of disks that achieves complete coverage with 
this radius does not have central symmetry. In 
fact the boundaries of tlll·ee disks (see fig. 3) pass 
tl1l'u a point near the center of A, wher eas the 
o ther two disks are consider ably displaced from its 
center . If tIn·ee of the disk-boundaries ar e r equired 
to pass tIn·ough the center of A , the minimum r adius 
needed for complete coverage increases to 0.610, and 
it rises t o 0.618 if all five boundaries are r equired 
to pass through th e center. 

Neville's result indicates that our in tuitive expecta
t ions, concerning the symm etry of solutions of such 
problems, are not necessarily reliable. Accordingly 
no symmetry conditions wer e pre-imposed in the 
following work . It would b e interesting to inves ti
ate fur ther what symmetry proper ties can be 
asser ted for the configura tion m aximizing F (X ) , 
and for the configurations yielding "local m axima ." 
It would be quite helpful, for possible subsequen t 

FIGU RE 3. N eville's five disk covering. 

(5. 3\ 4 ". 60938) 

,999942 

F I G U RE 68. Compu ter confi guration for N eville case. 

r esearch , to be assured that the m aXll111zmg con
figurations within certain r estricted classes of 
symmetric patterns actually do r epresen t at least 
local m axima for the covering problem. M any of 
the accompanying drawings (discussed la ter in the 
text) display a high degree of regulari ty, and the 
deviations from symmetry may well be due to our 
use of a discrete grid (see sec. 3), as well as the 
inevitable inexactitude of draftmanship . 

1.3. Some Related Mathematical Literature 

The several paragraphs t hat follow contain 
r eferences to some m athematical papers that are 
r elevan t to the problems discussed in this paper. 
vVe hope the in terest of these topics will be an 
adequa te compensation for the lumpiness of their 
presen tation . 

An in teresting r esult concerning coverage by disks 
of equal size is the following theorem of R . 
K erschner [2] . 
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If N(1') is the smalles t number of disks of' r adius 
l' needed to cover a plane se t of ar ea A, then 

I-

Iim 7rr2N(r) = 27r-/3 A /9. 
T--)O 

This formula suggests th e poss ibility of' using 

as ::tIl estirrm te f'or th e minimum number of' disks of 
radius r r equired to cover completely a large disk 
whose area is 7r (i.e. , whose radius is R = l) . For 
example, No (3 /8) = 9 to the n eares t inteo'er wher eas 
10 disk s at this radius can be mad e ~ cover 99 
percen t of the ar ea A , as indicated in ta,ble 1. 

The following theorem of Verblunsky [3] relates to 
how fas t th e convergence is in K erschn er 's r esult : 

Ther o is a nUlllber c> 1/2 such tha t, for all small 
enough l' 

N(r) - (2..j3/9r2) > (2/3c/9r), 

where N(7·) is the leas t number of disks of' radius I' 

r equired to cover a square of ar ea 1. This m eans 
that th e approximation N o(7') suggested above con
verges a t best on the order of (1/7') . In th e absence 
of other knowledge, however , this might b e used to 
get some idea of what sor t of coverage migh t r eason
ably b e expected with a par ticular pair (n ,7'). The 
Verblun sky r esult applies to coverage of a squar e 
byt. it ~eem s q~ite likely that the convergence is 
sllmlar for th e cIrcular coverage problem . 

The followin g r esult [4] establish es a rela tionship 
b etween th e problems of packing and covering. If 
1'1 and 1'2 deno te r espectively the m aximlUll l' for 
packing ::tnd the minimum 7' for covering with n 
disks th en 

This is tru e whenever the region to be cover ed or 
packed is convex. yy e can usc this resul~ t o ge t a 
lower bound on 1'2 If we know 1'1, a nd VIce ver sa. 

The two-dimensional case of a more general 
t~ eor' em of' D. Gale [5] implies tha t any pla ne se t of 
dIam eter 2 can b e covered by tbl'ee properly chosen 
sets each or diamet er ~..j3. The author also points 
out tha t no three se ts each of diameter < 3 will. 
cover a clisk of diameter 2. This essentially solves 
problem (c) for the case n = 3 and indicates that a 
disk is the "h ardest " se t to cover among se ts of 
equ al diameter. 

An in ter esting r elated problem arises if the n disks 
Ci are "thrown clown" independently at random, :i.e . 
with theu' . ~e!l ters uniforml.,- distributed subj ect only 
to the condltlOn that they overlap the circular ar ea A . 
H er e F(X) b ecomes a random variable whose mean 
is an a ppropriate re f'er ence poin t in deciding which 
values or F (X) migh t be co nsidered high ones. The 
value o f' such a refer ence poin t is enhanced if one 
also has a t hand the standard devia tion (J of F (X ) 
which can be ob tained from ' 
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wh ere lV£2 is the scco nd movem.ent of F (X ) a nd NI l 
is the m ef1. n (i .e., th e fu'st mom ent). 

Such problems of "random coverage" have been 
t rea ted in the technical li tera ture. The b asic 
theorenl on t his subj ect, due to A . KoLnogoroff [6] 
can be s ta ted for our purposes as f'ol1o\'1s : Suppose 
one has a probability distribution over a specified 
cl ass of sets S in m-dimensional Euclidean spH ce.1 

Then the measme 5 jJ. (S) of a set S is a r a ndom 
variable. If points of' the Euclid ean space f1.r e 
cleno ted x= (xI, . .. , x",) andy = (y" ... , Ym), Lhen 
th e mean of jJ. (S) is given by 6 

M, = JProb (x is in S) dx] . . . d.c"" 

its second mom ent by 

M 2 = Jf' Prob (x is in S f1. nd Y is in S) 

dX1 • • • dx",dYI . . . ely"" 

and similarl:\T for higher mom ents. 
This theorem was r ediscover ed bv H . E. Robbins 

[7), who used it to study the on e-du~lCnsional analog 
of our problem , i.e., r a ndom coverage of a lineal' 
inter val by sm aller intervals. H e calc ula ted Ml and 
M z for this case, a nd obser ved that his f'ormula for 
1\.11 r em ains valid for the two-dunensional ("circles") 
case th at con cern s us her e. Subsequently J. Bronow
ski and J. Neyma n [8] tr eated th e random coverage 
of a fixed r ectangle by sm aller rec tangles with sidcs 
parallel to t hose of the fixed one. Robbins [91 
solved the m-dim ension al generaliz::ttion o[ the 
problem for r ectangles, and also tr ca ted random 
coverage of a r ecta ngle by circular disks. L. A . 
S~ntal~ [10] treated random coverage or an m
dJJl1 enslO nal r ec ta llgle by spheres/ fwd also the 
coverage of a (two-dim ension al) r ectangle by r ec
tangles of random orien ta tion. H e also solved th e 
p~·oblen.l or r andom cover age of . a sphere in m
dlmen~lOnal space by smaller spher es, which for 
m= 2 IS the problem that concerns us. 

Of the many formulas derived in these papers 
only two will b e ci ted h cre_ Bo th r efer to the are~ 
of a circular r egion A of r adius R = 1, which is cov
ered by the union of n circular disks Ci of' r adius 1'< 1, 
\\~hos.e centers ar e independentlychosell a nd uniformly 
chstnbuted over a disk of r adius 1 +1' concentric 
with A. 

The first formula, due to Robbins, gives the m ean 8 

o f this "r andom covered area" as 

" In our case rn=2 and the se ls S art' non-em pty intersect ions of the circular 
disk A with tho un ion of n circular disks of radius T. 

n . j !VI casure" is here a ge neriC term whi ch means if le ngth" in one-dimensional 
sit uations. Harea" in two dinWl1sions, and "volu me" in three. 

6 ~rbe integral rOrJl1a ll y extends over t he entire Euclidean space but in most 
appli cations the i ntegrand is zero outs ide some bo un ded region. ' 

i J\ ,Tote th at a "sphere" is just a linear interval in one·d illlCllsional situations, 
and is a Circular disk in two dimens ions. 

9 See table 0 fo r values of f-,J, / ... pertineDt to t bis study. 



this must be divided by the area 71" of A to obtain 
the mean of the ratio F(X) . The second formula , 
due to Santalo, gives the corresponding variance as 

2_ (21 [1-271"1'2-21'2 arc cos (t/2r) +~t(4r2-t2)1 /2 
(1 - 271"Jo 71"(1 +1')2 

(2 arc cos ( t/2) - ~t(4- t2)1J 2lt elt 

+ (1- ( 1 ~2r)2) n{71"2 -271"(2 (2r2 - 1) arc cos I' 

-31'(1- 1'2) 1/2+ 71" + 21' (1-1'2)3/2 

( ( r )2)2n. - arc sin 1') } - 71"2 1- 1 + 1' ' 

this must be divided by 71"2 to obtain the variance 
of F(X). 

2. Attempts at Analytical Solution 

2 .1. Formula for Maximand 

Returning to the main problem presented in sec
tion 1.1 , we shall describe some attempts that were 
made to obtain an analytical solution. Problems 

FIGURE 4. Parameters in the two disk case. 
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FIGURE 5, Approximoling the coverage. 

involving the maximization of a function of several 
variables can usually be handled by calculus if the 
function F (X) can be written as an expression in
volving the components of X and familiar fun ctions 
of them. The first step in any attempt at an ana
lytical solution to our problem is to obtain some 
"formula" for that portion of the area of A that is 
covered by the configuration X = (XJ,Y1 , ••• , Xn,Yn ) . 

2.2. The Two-Disk Problem 

An initial attempt was made to derive a "formula" 
for the area covered by two disks of radius r<R = l. 
The parameters describing the placement (see fig. 4) 
of the disks wer e 

(1) ell and el2 , the distances from the center of A 
to the centers of disks 01 and O2, r espectively, 

(2) 0, the angle between these two distances (O ~ 71"). 
It was thought that with these parameters in place of 
(X1,Yl,X2,Y2), it would be easier to obtain the for
mula desired. 9 It was found that a single formula 
could not be obtained for the area covered but an 
algorithm was devised which uses no less than eight 

9 Every configuration of n ciis 1,·s can actuall y be speCified by only (2n - l ) 
variab les, by arbitrarily setting X1=O. rrhis in volves no loss in generality, for 
if we arc given a configu rat ion where Xl;:CO, then a rota tion of t he coordim'ltes 
can be performed so as to ma.ke Xl =0. Such a rotation will not a.lter the CQyerage 
o[ the config uration. 

\Yj -Y 

H- - ~)I,j 'Yj) -

( Yj-yl 

,~ 

I 

=.: 

FIGURE 6. R eflection shorl-cut. 

FIGURE 7. Poinls to be scanned -
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"formulas," depcnding on cel'~aiJ1 geometric propcr
ties o f' the covcring configuratIOn. lO 

2.3. Abandonment of Analytical Methods 

The impossibility of obtaining ~ny reaso.~1a?le 
"formula " Jor the function we are tryIng to maxunize 
in the relatively trivial cas~ n = 2 seems to indi.cate 
the Jutility of the analy tlCal approach espeClally 
when n is larger. On this sad note the general 
analytical approach was ab~ndoned and another 
method of a somewhat expenmental nature, using 
high-speed electronic computers, was adopted. 

3. Black Box Maximization 

3.1. General Description 

Procedures collectively known as "Black Box 
Maximization" have been used r ecently to search for 
the maximum value of a function [11- 14] . They are 
employed when the following- c.onditions ~xis~: . 

;-, (1) It is required to lnS:ATmlZe a certal!1 fUDctIon 
F (X) , where X ranges over some fimte set of 
objects S. 

(2) For each individual X it is P?ssible to ca~c ul~te 
F(X), but there is no neat analytIcal expressIOn for 
F(X). . . . 

(3) The function F has SOTD.e sort of con~mUlty 
;, which makes it possible to define, for each X 111 S, a 

subset N(X) of the points of S in such a wa~T that 
the value of F at X differs from the value of F at 
any point of N (X) by a ~mall am<?unt. This set 
N(X) is called the set of n eIghbors .of X. . 

In one such method the search [or the maxnl1um 
of F over S proceeds a~ follows: Pick some point Xl 
in S as a starting point and calculate F(XI)' Then 
determine the points b elonging to N(X\) and com
pute F for each of these poil!-ts. AmOl~.g the ll,lemb.ers 
of N(X\) select one that YIelds ~he Illghest. functIOn 
value. If this point X 2 has a hIgher !unctIOl~ value 
than Xl, then r epeat the process wIth "f2 Feplacll1g -:,Y\. 
However if F(Xz) <5.F(XI ), then Xl ]S a relatIve 
maximu~ of F and the iteration terminates. 

The method we have just described is known as 
> the method of "steepest ascen t," since in selecting 

the new point X 2 we picked that member of N(X\) 
with the greate~t function value. Two other: 
methods which Imght be employed are worthy of 
notice. If we select as X 2, that neighbor of Xl 
which has the smallest value of F among those whose 
function values are greater than F(X\) , this is kn<?,yn 
as the method of "slowest ascent" or " least pos~t'/,Ve 

H ascent." This method derives its rationale by 
analogy with the case of searching. Jor the absolute 
maximum of a function oJ 2 varIables where the 
function can be considered as a surface in 3 space 
with hills and valleys representing extr~ma. Th~re 
is some in tuitive r eason [11] for sunmsmg that fol
lowina a "river beel" may lead to a higher peak than a 

.v "steep climb" would ob~a~n. The t~ird l?1eth~d, 
kno\vn as t he "first posItive ascent, derIves ItS 

10 See a ppendixes I and 2. 

value hom the Jact that the selcction of the new 
point Xz at each stage generally takes less computa
tion than for the other two method, and thus saves 
valuable time when an electronic computer is being 
used to solve the problem. In this meth~d t he 
members of N(X\) are arbitrarily ordered Into a 
sequence N 1,N2 , ••• , N p • F(N\) is computed and; 
if it exceeds F (X\) then N l IS selec ted as X z. J 1 
F(N]) <5. F (X]) the computation is repeated wi th N z 
and so on until one of the neighbors of X l is selected 
or all the neighbors are exhausted. If the latter 
occms then no points of N(XI ) have a higher Jun c
tion v~lue than X\ so Xl is a relative maximum of F. 
There is no kno\~n way of selecting one of these 
methods as b est, even given certain chal:acteris~ics 
of the maximand. Gleason [11] presents mterestll1g 
statistics comparing the "steepest ascent" with the 
"slowest ascent" for one particular problem, but no 
general comparison seems possible short of numerous 
experim ents. 

3.2. Application to the Coverage Problem 

We observed in section 2.2 that the function 
P(X) we want to maximize co uld not be expressed 
in any neat Jormula. In fact, w~ere 1~10re than. two 
disks are involved the constructIOn 01 an algol"lthm 
to calculate the fu~ction would probably be too diffi
cult and time-consuming to be worthwhile. What 
we need, first of all, is an approximation 1'01' F(X). 
We assume that the circular area A is centered at 
the origin and its radius R is a positive integer. 
Furthermore, t he radius r of the disks is also a 
positive integerY The po.ints oJ the plane (pcq) 
where both p and q are ll1tegers ar e called gnel
points and tl?-e ar.ea of A i.s appr?x~l1 ated by the 
numb er of gnd-pomts n[ whlCh h~ lllslde the boun~
ary of A. We shall also req Ulre that each pan' 
(Xi, Y ,) dctermining the center of a disl~ Oi ~e a 
grid-point. Our. esti.mate for the por.tIOH . or A 
covered by the disks IS tbe numb er o( gnd-polllts nz 
that lie inside A and at least one oJ the disks (see 
fig. 5). The ratio F(X) is approximated by the 
quotient nz/n\. 

The problem is now to maximize F (X) wh er e F 
is given by the approximation, o:,er all v~c~ors X 
such that the components are Illtegers J In. th e 
rang~ -:- R<5. j<5. R. In this fO~"ll1 the pr~blem ~a~Is fies 
condItIOns (1) and (2) of sectIOn 3.1. To satlsfy the 
third condition we must specify the neighborhooel 
N(J....j for each vector X in the domain of F.. We 
shall define N(X) to be all those vectors III tbe 
domain of F which can be derived from X by adding 
± 1 to exactly one component of X. This m eans 
that each X has 4n neighbors except in the boundar'y 
situations (some component of X is ± R) wher e It 
has less. 

The problem as now formula ted can be submitted 
to the methods of maximization described above. 

11 Since the function F(X) is a rat io, t he value of F is not cbanged if R,T, and 
tbe vector X are m ultiplied by a constant factor. 
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Some rather slight deviations from the general 
method were employed because of certain peculi
antIeS of our problem, but for the most part these 
methods were the techniques that were programed 
for use on a computer. 

3.3. Drawbacks of the Methods 

At this point we should acknowledge several 
rather sobering facts about our method. The black 
box maximization I:n~thods described (steepest, 
slowest, and first posItIve ascent) all find a point 12 

which is a relative or "local" maximum of the 
function; if one were certain beforehand that the 
func tion has only one such "local" maxilTlUm there 
~vould be no further problem. Unfortunately, this 
IS usually not the case because one is dealing primarily 
with functions whose behavior is generally unknown. 
The best way to increase the probability of hitting 
on the true "global" maxin1Um seems to be to 
repeat the search many times with random initial 
points and different schemes of ascent. Secondly 
~he discretizing of the problem which was effected 
In order to be able to approximate the function has 
introduced some error into the numerical results . 
Although theoretically the mesh can be refined 13 

to obtain any accuracy desired, the limitations set 
by time and the size of computer memory make it 
impossible to refine the mesh indefinitely. 

3.4. A Related Topic 

A topic related to the methods discussed in 
section 3 of this paper is that of maximizing an 
"unl~nown" fun~tion w~ose every evaluation requires 
physlcal . experrrnentatI?n and so, besides being 
costly, ll1volves exp enmen tal errors . Since the 
classical paper of Box and Wilson [15] appeared, 
much work has been published in statistical journals 
on the design of efficient explorations schemes for 
such "response surfaces"; we mention here only 
a paper of Box and Hunter [16] and those by 
Brooks [17]. 

4. The Computer Program 

4.1. Specializations and Subroutines 

The technique we have described was programed 14 

and coded in FORTRAN and SAP for use on an 
IBM 704 electronic computer. The code has been 
debugged and a large body of data has been collected . 
There ~re sever:'Ll ~hing~ which did not appear in the 
precedll1g descnptlOn 01 the method but were neces
sary additions or at least were clearly indicated. 

The procedure for choosing an initial "vector" X 
t o b egin a search was left unspecified in the foregoing. 

12 :',Point" is.used here to mean, an ~lement in a vcct9r space; i.e., a vector. 
13 I he mesh IS refined by multIpl YIng the appropri ate variables by a constant 

factor; thIS does not sound lIke refi nement but it amounts to t he same. 
a See appendi x 3; the FORTRAN program there reprod uced is for the Cycling 

First Positive Gradien t described in section 4.2, paragraph 5. 

As the computer code was written, the selection is 
made as follows: 

(1) Using "steepest ascent," the initial X is chosen 
by randomly generating a certain number of vectors 
and selecting the one that achieves the highest func
tion value. 

(2) Using either "slowest ascent" or "first posi
tive ascent," tl~e initial X is selected by a single 
random generatlOn. 

(3) U~ing any of the methods, the initial X ma,y 
be read ll1to the computer as an input variable. 

Another variation on the general method that was 
present in the program was refinement of the mesh. 
!n section 3.2 w e required that Rand r be positive 
ll1tegers and that the centers of the disks be £Tid
points (i.e., X i and Y i must b e integers for all i). 
The value of R is further limited by the program to 
the powers of 2, and each time a relative maxinlUm 
is achieved with some value of R the mesh is refined 
by .doubling R, r, and X. This is effectively the same 
as If we had actually refined the mesh of grid-points 
by constructing new lines halfway between those that 
ah'eady define our grid-points. After this refine
ment has been carried out, the search is continued 
until a relative maxin1Um is found. The mesh is 
then refined once again and so on until the mesh is as 
fine as we desire. Since the fineness of the mesh is 
indicated by the value 0.£ R, we specify as an input 
to the program ~he maXll1lum value of R indicating 
the final mesh SIze. The reason for this successive 
refinement is that if the search is begun with a coarse 
~l1esh, the bulk of the searching process can be done 
ll1 a lesser amollnt of time; this is because the amount 
of computation depends very strongly on the num
ber of grid-points, as might be expected. 

~here are ten subroutines that are called for by the 
mam program; a listing of these and a brief descrip
tion of each follows : 

MK2T- computes and stores in memory a table 
of the squares of all positive integers less than 1,000. 

XBAR- randomly generates n pairs of cOOI·di
nates (Xi, Y i) where X 1+ Y1<R2 with X i and 
Y i integers. 

SUMX- computes for the current X and mesh 
size R, the number of grid-points which lie inside 
the large circle A and at least one of the disks. This 
number is called NSUM. 

RAT- computes the total number of grid-points in 
A and divides NSUM by this number to get RATIO, 
our F(X). 

VECTOR- for each particular value of r selects 
those points near the boundary of a disl~ which 
should be scanned to determin e whether some move
ment of a disk represents a gain or loss in NSUM Y 

NEAR- for each disk OJ a determination is made 
of those dis15~ DeHr enough to OJ so that they might 
oyerla'p OJ If OJ were moved by one unit in some 
dlI·ectlOn. For example, in figure 1 it should b e 
quite clear that disk OJ need not be considered when 
we are interes ted in knowing what effect small 
changes in the position of 05 have on the value of 
NSUM. . 

"See section 4.2. p, ragraph (4), for details. 
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SCAN I- compute the change in N UM due to 
one of the foUl' possible changes in the position of a 
particular disk OJ, when the disk is entirely within 
the boundary of A and would still be so even after 
one of the four ehanges in its position. 

SCAN 2- performs the same computation as 
SCAN 1 when the disk OJ is partially outside A or 
might be after a single move. 

XNEW"- changes the "vector" Xl to the new 
"vector" X 2 indicated by the search procedure. 

REFINE- multiplies the variables R, 1' , and X 
by two, thereby effecting the mesh refinement. 

For each of t he different methods of ascent a 
separate program has been written . Each program 
uses the ten subroutines to do the bulk of the work. 

4 .2. Shortcuts in the Program 

Some special techniques and shortcuts were used 
in the program and subroutines; they were devised 
partly to save time in computation and partly as 
a result of certain peculiarities of the specific problem 
to be solved. 

(1) The resLrictions that were imposed on the 
problem in seetion 3.2 may seem somewhat artifi
cial. As a matter o[ fact, there was a definite rea
son for recasting the problem in such a way that 
almost all the variables involved are integers. The 
computer [or which the program was written (IBM 
704) has separate sets of instructions to deal with 
integer variables and noninteger variables, and the 
time required to add two integers is two machine 
cycles 16 where the (floating) addition of two nOl1-
integers takes from 7 to 11 cycles . It was thought 
that this differencc would affect greatly the total 
time required for a run. 

(2) The computation of the table of integer squares 
up to 1000 which is done by the subroutine MK2T 
was inserted into the program to save time also. 
A single multiplication takes 20 machine cycles on 
the IBM 704 whereas looking up the square of an 
integer from a tablc stored in the memory takes 
onl~' four cycles. 

(3) In the calculation of NSUM, the total num
ber of grid-points that are covered by the configura
tion X, it is possible to simplify the computation 
procedure b~r the following shortcu t: 

The calculation of NSUM is performed by scan
ning all the grid-points on some vertical line x= k, 
an integer. The lowest grid-point on the line t hat 
is also inside A is the first to be scanned. For each 
successive grid-point proceeding in the direction of 
positive y values, a decision is made as to whether 
or not the point falls in one of the disks OJ. Sup
pose that a certain grid-point (X,Y) is determined 
to be inside a disk OJ with center (Xj,Yj ), as in 
figure 6. Rather than continuing on to the next 
adjacent point, we calculate the quantity (Yj - Y) 

I and draw the conclusion that all points between 
~ (X ,y) and 

" A m acbine cycle in the IE\! 704 requires 12 Msec. 

are also inside OJ. The number of points to be 
scanned has thus been substantiallv reduced. 

(4) The subrou tine NEAR (see" sec. 4.1) saves 
some time in computation by selecting from the 
set of disks , t hose that have no effect on small 
movements of a certain disk OJ. For example if 
t he program were about to determine what changes 
occur in NSUM as a result o[ moving disk 06 of 
figure 1 to any of t he four positions possible, it 
would not be necessary to consider disks 01 , O2, 03 

or 04 in making this calculation . 'IVhen the total 
number of disks is larger this shor tcut in the 
computation should be quite effective. 

(5) The general method calls for computing the 
function value F(X) for all vectors X that are 
"neighbors" of the current vector Xl' From our 
definition of neighbor we can see that a neighbor 
of Xl corresponds to a configuration derived frolTl. 
that of XI by moving some OJ one mesh-unit in one 
of four directions. Fortunately it is not necessary 
to compute F (X) at all neighboring points. Which
ever method of ascent is to be used, the important 
value to be compu tcd is !J.F= F (X ) - F (X\ ) , and for 
each X this can be computed without computing 
either F(X) or F (XJ). We ask the questions: How 
many mesh-points that we7'e not covered by Xl are 
covered by X? How many points that we7'e cov
ered by Xl are not covered by X? The answer to 
the firs~ question tells us how many points have 
been ga~necl and the answer to the second , how many 
have been lost. The difference betwecn these two 
is the net gain in covered points due to changing 
XJ to X. In figure 7 the two separate sets of mesh
points indicate respectively the set of points that 
could either be "lost" or "gained" by moving the 
disk Lo the righL. Furthermore, [or any direction 
two similar sets of mesh-points can be selected t~ 
scan in computing !J.F. 

(6) Using the terminology of the preceding section 
(5) , only points that arc within A are candidates for 
classi.fication as gains or losses. Therefore, if t he 
disk (lj being scanned is inside A by at least a mesh
unit (that is , all points of OJ arc inside A and no 
closer than one. mesh-unit frOl:l t he boundary of A) , 
then all the pomts on the penpher.v of OJ are inside 
A and qualify as possible gains or losses. In this 
case SCAN 1 is used to compute !J.F. However if 
OJ overlaps A, we must determine for each mesh
point being scanned whether it lies inside A . In 
this case SCAN 2 is used. 

4.3. Inputs and Outputs 

Very few input variables are required for t he pro
gram. A list of the most importan t and a description 
of each followsY 

N7- the number of separate cases to be done. 
J7- this variable indicates whether or not the 

initial "vector" is to be read in as an input . 
KO- Initial radius of large area A (this must be 

some power of 2) . 

l7 I n teger variables in a FOR'l'RAN code must be designa ted by a symbol 
begmmng With one of the letters I , J , K, L, M, N . This is why tho rad ius R 
of the disk A to be covered is denoted by KO. . 
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NC- The number of covering disks. 
N- The number of random selections of a "vector" 

to choose the initial vector. 
KBIG- This number represents the finest mesh 

to be used. 
JXPO- Satisfies the equation 2JXPo= KO. 
IRO- Initial radius of covering disks (satisfies 

IRO< KO). 
N4- Number of times each case is to be repeated 

with different initial "vectors." 
As far as outputs are concerned, a fairly readable 

format has been devised. Initially, a general 
description of the case to be done and the important 
inputs are printed out. Next the initial "vector" 
is printed out with its function value RATIO. 
Each move that occurs is printed out and the final 
configuration at each mesh size is recorded with its 
RATIO. The total number of moves that have 
been made is also printed out when the fulal con
figuration has been attained. 

5 . Results of Computer Runs 

5 .1. Description of Cases Studied 

A systematic series of runs was completed of 
cases involving between 2 and 10 disks where the 
ratio r/ R took on interesting values18 between 0 and 1. 
Table 1 gives the fraction of A that was covered 
by the best configuration found during t he search for 
the global maximum. Diagrams of these con
figurations can be found in figures 8 to 44. These 
numbers are accurate to about ± 0.002. A detailed 
explanation of the convergence properties of the 
approximation is given in section 6. 

5 .2. Closeness of Rela tive Maxima 

In the cases where two, three, or four disks were 
used to cover, the final configurations were all global 
maxima. In the other cases there were as many as 

18 A case is not interesting if complete coverage is possible with a smaUer number 
of disks, or if all disks can be placed inside A so as not to overlap. 

FIGURE 8. Case (2,9/16). 

five different local maxima found. Two configura
tions were considered to be different if the con
figurations were geometrically unlike. For example , 
the configurations of figures 45 and 46 are considered 
to be the same whereas both are different from that 
of figure 47. 

Diagrams of the local maxima that were found in 
several cases are depicted in figures 45 to 60. The 
value of RATIO is included with each configuration. 
It should be pointed out that the three best con-

T .~BLE O. 1'1'[ean covel'age l'atio* with case (l1, r) 

~I 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 
~~---------------------

, 16 _______________ _ ___ _____ _____________ _____ ______ 0.373 0.409 0.442 
% ___________________ ___ __ 0.321 0.371 0.418 .461 .501 . 538 
)1 6 __ _ _____ ________ 0.322 .385 .442 . 494 . 541 .583 .622 
Y.i 0.29B . 376 .445 .507 . 562 .610 _____ _____ __ _ 
~l6 0.242 .341 .426 . 500 .565 ____________________ _______ _ 
% .274 .381 .473 .551 ____________________________ ___ ____ _ 

1 ho . 304 .420 .516 ___________________________________________ _ 
~, .334 . 456 .556 _________________ ___ _______________________ _ 

l ~ l6 . 362 .490 ________ ___________________________________ ________ _ 
% .388 .521 _______________________ _ ___________________________ _ 

l ~ 16 . 414 ___________________________________________________________ _ 
J .437 _________ __________________________________ ___ _ ______ ____ __ _ 

' The centers of the disks are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution on 
the circular disk of radius ( l +r). 

The entry in tbe table is the expected value of the rat io of coverage where n 
disks of radius r are randomly placed as described. 

This table contains t he mean coverage for the same cases for which table 1 gh'es 
the maximum coverage. 

TABLE 1. Maximum ratio of coverage with case (n,r ) 

~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 

-------------
0/16 - - - - - -
% - - - 0.700 0. 794 0.896 
;010 - - 0.747 . 846 . 915 .979 
Y.i - 0.721 .862 . 936 . 979 1. 000 
0/16 0. 600 . 815 .937 . 989 1. 000 X 
% . 686 . 883 . 982 1. 000 X X 

lh6 .762 .935 . 999 X X X 
l' . 829 . 972 1.000 X X X 

';llO .889 .994 X X X X 
% . 939 1.000 X X X X 

' 0/1 0 . 979 x X X X X 
1.000 X X X X X 

- indicates all disks can be packed in to large circle. 
X indicates total coverage is poss ible. 

FIGURE 9. Case (2,518). 

8 9 

----
0. 773 0.824 
.950 . 978 
. 999 1. 000 

1.000 X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

10 

--
0.879 
. 992 

1. 000 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X 
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FIGURE 10. Case (2, 11 /16) . 

FIG U RE 13. Case (2,7/8). 

(2 .:5,,Q) 

.8 29 t 2 • 1~/1 6 ) 

.919 

] 

FI GURE 11. Case (2,3/4). 

F I G1: RE 14. Case (2,15/ 16). 

FIG URE 12. Case (2, 13/16). FJG URE 15. Case (3 ,1 /2) . 
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FIGURE 16. Case (3, 9/16). 

FIG U RE 17 . Case (3,5/8). 

• 

FIGURE 18. Case (3,11 /16). 

• 

• 

FIGURE 1 D. Case (3,3/4) . 

• • 

i 
• 

FIGU RE 20. Case (3, 13/16). 

figurations for the case 19 (6 ,1/2), figures 48 and 49, 
differ in function values by at most 0.006. In case ( 
(10,3 /8), figures 43 and 44, the two best local maxima 
differ by less than 0.002 , and in case (9,5/16), figures 
57 and 58, with the mesh refined to 256, the two 
local maxima differ by less than 0.0002. In the 
latter case the ratios must be considered as in
distinguishable clue to the error of the approximation 
at this mesh .20 

19 The following notation specifies the s ituation n=6, r= I/2 (and R= l ). This 
method or denoting cases will he used consistently in the rest of ihe paper. 

" See section 6. 
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FIGURE 21. Case (3,7/8) . 

FIGURE 22. Case (4,7/16). 

In general it was found that the differences be
tween the local maxima in each case were on the 
order of one or two percent of the total coverage. 

r The largest such difference that was observed was 
in case (8,%) where peaks of height 0.905 and 0.947 
were found, constituting a difference of about 4 
percent. 

5 .3. Details for the Six-Disk Case 

A more detailed study was made of the local 
maxima achieved with six covering disks at radii of 
~{ 6, %, H6 , }f, and li6. The case (6J{6) is one that we 
termed "not interesting" in ection 5.1. because 
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FIGURE 23. Case (4, 1/2) . 

FIGU RE 24. Case (4,9/16). 

• • 

• • 

FIGURE 25. Case (4,5/8) . 
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FIGURE 26. Case (4.,11 /16). 

FIGURE 27. Case (5,3/8). 

FIGURE 28. Case (5,7/16) . 
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FIGURE 29 . Case (5,1/2). 

(5 , 9~6) 

.989 

FIGURE 30. Case (5,9/16). 

FIGURE 31. Case (6,3/8). 



FIGUHE 32. Case (6, 7/16). FIGUHE 35. Case (7,7/16). 

FIG U HE 36. Case (8 ,5/16), 

FIGU HE 33. Case (6,1 /2) . 

FIGUHE 34. Case (7,3/8) . FIGU HE 37. Case (8,3/8), 
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FIGURE 41. Case (9,3/8). 

FIGU RE 38. Case (8,7/16). 

FIGURE 42. Case (10,5/16). 

FIGU RE 39. Case (9,5/16) Ratio = 0.8244 . 

. 1 

FIGURE 40. Case (9,5/16) Ratio = 0.8241. FIGU RE 43. Case (10,3/8) Ratio= 0.9924. 
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FIGURE 44. Case (10 ,3/8) Batio = 0.9911. FIGURE 47. Case (10,3/8) Balio = O.990. 

FI GURE 45. Case (10,3/8) Batio = 0.991. 
FIGURE 48. Case (6,1/2) . 

FIGU RE 46. Case (10,3/8) Batio= 0.988. FIGU RE 49. Case (6,1/2). 
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FIGU RE 50. Case (6,1/2). 

FIGU RE 51. Case (6,1 /2). 

all of the disks can be placed inside A so as not to 
overlap each other; thus the ratio of coverage can be 
calculated accurately. The case (6Jis) is also "not 
interesting" because total coverage is possible. 
Figures 48 to 52 and 61 to 67 contain diagrams of the 
local maximum configurations for these cases. 

An interesting phenomenon occurs in these cases. 
The best placement of the disks in case (6J i6) is a 
"central" or "flower-petal" configuration (see fig. 64), 
but in the case (6,%) the same "central" configuration 
is merely the third best. This seems to indicate that 
there is an intermediate value of r between ~i 6 and %, 
where the "central" and "triangular" (see fig. 48) 
configurations both cover equal portions of the total 
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FIG U RE 52 . Case (6,1/2). 

FIG U RE 53. Case (10, 3/8) . 

area. The "ring" (see fig. 63 or 65) configuration of 
case (6}16) seems to be a faiJ:ly nl;1tural analol?7. to 
either the "triangular" configuratlOn or the dIa
mond" (see fig. 51) configuration of case (6, %). 

A further comparison was made between the 
"triangular" and "diamond" configurations. Three 
cases were used- (6,1 %2 = 0.531); (6, 6X2S= 0.539) ; 
(6 ,3% 4= 0.547). In each case the "tri~ngular" .con
figuration of disks was the best, but Its margm of 
victory decreased as the value of T increased. Table 
2 contains the results of the comparison. 21 

'1 'rhe final mesh was 250 for all cases. 

j 
I 
I 
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TABLE 2. CompaTison of two 6-disk configurations 

r rr riangular Diamond DiiIorcnce 

0.531 0. 99591 0. 99496 0.00095 
.539 . 99802 . 99768 . 00034 
.547 . 99932 . 99928 . 00004 

TABLE 3. Comparison oj two la-disk configurations 

r Central Other Difference 

0. 375 0.9924 0. 9911 0. 0013 
. 383 . 9973 . 9957 . 0016 
. 391 . 9996 . 9985 . 0011 
. 398 1. 0000 . 9998 . 0002 
.406 1. 0000 1. 0000 . 0000 

FIGU RE 56. Case (10, 3/8) . 

FIGU RE 54. Case (10 ,3/8). 

FIGU RE 57. Case (9,5/16). 

FIGU RE 55. Case (10 ,3/8). FIGURE 58. Case (9,5/16). 
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FIGU RE 59. Case (8,3/8) . 

FIGU RE 60. Case (8,3/8). 

FIGU RE 61. Case (6,5/16) . 
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FIGU RE 62. Case (6,3/8) . 

FIGU RE 63 . Case (6 ,3/8) . 

The chart shows that both configurations achieve 
total coverage at approximately equal values of r. 

Runs were also made of several cases involving 
10 disks at radii between %=0.375 and 1% 2= 0.406. 
The two types of relative maxima were compared 
at five different values of the radius r. Diagrams of 
these relative maximum configurations for r=% are 
con tained in figures 45 and 47. In all five cases 
the "central" configurat.ion (fig. 47) was the best 
placement but usually by only a tenth of a percent. 
This data appears in table 3. 

Once again the two types of relative maxima 
achieve total coverage almost. simultaneously. 

5.4. Comparison With Analytical Solution 

A run was made to compare our method with the 
analytical results of Neville for the case of five disks 
which was mentioned in section 2.3. According to 
Neville, thp. snutllest value ot r for which coverage 



FIG U RE 64. Case (6,7/16). 

FIGURE 65. Case (6,7/16). 

,vith five disks is possible is 0.609375; this is called 
t he "critical radius." The results of the run were 
quite smprisi.ng. The ratio of coverage was 0.999942, 
just less than total coverage. It had not been 
suspected that the method we used would achieve 
a configmation exactly like that of Neville (see 
fig . 3), since other runs seemed to show that the 
ratio of coverage for configmations that are associated 
with almost total coverage is rather insensitive to 
changes in the configmation. This made it seem 
likely that the configmation achieved by the com
putpr run would not resemble the Neville configma
tion too closely. The configmation arrived at by 
om searchin~ technique (see fig. 68) bears a remark-

-,) able resemblance to that of Neville. Each con
figmation con tains three disks that intersect in a 
point very near the center of A and two others 
symmetrically placed with centers substantially 
displaced from the center of A. 

An analytical solution to the covering problem 
for the cases where n = 2 and }~<1~< 1 is contained 
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FIGURE 66 . Case (6,9/16). 

FIGURE 67. Case (6,9/16). 

N 01'E : Figure 68 is located on p. 182. 

i.n appendix 2. A comparison of the numbers gotten 
from computer runs with the true values showed 
excellent agreement, usually differing by less than 
0.002. 

5 .5 Comparison of Search Methods 

A comparison was made of different methods of 
search to determine the frequency of occmrence of 
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F IGURE 69. Neighborhood of a mesh point. 

FIGU RE 73. 2 disk covemge of wall "egion. 

FIGURE 70. lt1 aximum packing. 

} 

FIGURE 74. 3 disk covemge of wall Tegion. 

FIGURE 71. Wall interrupted coverage by three disks . 

. 278 

FIGURE 72. 1 disk covemge of wall Tegion. FIGU RE 75. 4- disk covemge of wall region . 
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"global" maxima [md to geL some idea or Lhe Lim e 
required by the different methods . Five "metbods" 
were prognnueci. and run. They are all derived from 
the three descr ibed in section 3.1, with rillnor 
variations. 

(1) PlaLeau Steepest Ascent: This is basically t he 
"steepest-ascenL" method with two exceptiOll s. 
First- if aL some stage of the search there are )10 

posi tive moves 22 indicaLed for the current configu
ra tion X, t hen t he neighborhood of X is effectively 
enlarged by allowing each disk to move to anyone 
o [ the eight grid-points surroundin g its center (points. 
A through H in fig. 69). This is don e only wh ell 
no lTl.ove ar e possible under the origin al defmition 
::>1 "n eighbor." Second- if both of t hese searches 
fail to obtain a positive move then a search is made 
to determin e if all four moves (that is, a move from ° to oll e or B, D , F , H in fig. 69) of some disk ar e 
zero moves (i.e., leave RATIO un changed) . If 
such a disk is found, successive random placements 
of i ts center lu e tried un til the value of RATIO is 
in creased . H 25 trials fail to accomplish anythillg, 
the search is ab alldoned, a nd Lhe r efin ement of mesll 
is made, etc. 

This second JeflLure is what gives Lhe procedme 
t he n ame "Pla tea u. " In a fun ctioJl of tt single 
variablej(x) OIle says that a poin t Xo is on a plateau 
of the fu nction if all points in some n eighborhood of 
Xo have equal tun ction values. In two dimensions 
It pla teau , an alogously defin ed , can be visu alized as 
being a fl at portion of the sul'lace r epresen ted by the 
fUllction g(x,Y). An intuitive idea of the meanin g 
o r "pla LeltU" is possible in these two cases precisely 
because a " picture" of the functio n can be r epl'e
sen ted ill three dimensions or less. 

Although we cannot visualize plateaus in higher 
dimensional spaces, we n ever theless def-in e plateau 
analogously as a neighborhood of the space on which 
the function is defined throughout which the 
function is constant. I n our case we have considered 
F as a function of two variables, the coordinates of 
the center of a single disc, and so we have Lhe type 
of plateau that makes sense visually. 

It should be mentioned here t hat t his particular 
feature of t he " Plateau Steepest Ascent" method 
did not have nearly the sam e significance as did 
the first feature (the enlargement of n eighborhood). 
That is to say, the results in using the steepest 
ascent method were more drastically altered by 
neighborhood enlargement than by the "plateau" 
feature. 

(2) Least Positive Ascent: This is th e "slowest 
ascent" described in sec tion 3. 1. 

(3) First Positive Ascent: As described in section 
3. 1. 

(4) Cycle First Positive Ascent: This is the same 
as (3) except that the first disk whose moves are to 
be tried is the disk immediately following the disk 
that was last moved. The disks are ordered in a 
cycle 0 1, C2, ••• , On-I, On, 0 1 , etc., for this purpose. 
This variation of (3) was used because th e return to 

0 , aL each stage seem ed to introduce some bias that 
WfiS undesirable. 

(5) Cycle First Positive Ascent with Eigh t D e
grees of Freedom: t his r esembles (4) except t hat 
tJu'oughout t h e search th e neighborhood of X is 
the enlarged neighborhood employed by the PlaLeau 
Steep Ascent. 

Two cases , (6,7~) and (1 0,%), were selected to be 
used in the comparison . Each case was known to 
have nonglobal local maxima t hat occulTed quite 
frequently , and the configurations were quite dis tinct 
I'rom a visual standpoint. Table 4 describes the 
frequency of occurrence 23 of th e global maximum 
in both cases, according to which method was used. 
The last column is probably the most s ignifican t 
because the cost depends on the time consumed and 
no t the number of trials. 

T AB L1" 4. Comparison of the 5 ascent methods f o1' 2 cases 

Global Global 'rime Global 
Mcthod Case '-rrials max~ 'rime maxima pcr maxima 

ima pcr tr ia l triol per min 

---------------
.. \ fin . M in . 

L __________ (G, v.) 25 13 44 0.52 1. 76 0.295 
2 ___ . _____ (6,V.) 25 10 47 . '10 1. 88 . 213 
0-- ___ ._ -- (G,v.) 25 11 3'1 . 44 L 36 . 32'1 4 _____ (6,V.) 25 7 19 .28 . 76 .368 
5 ___________ (6,V.) 25 8 52 .32 2.08 . 15<1 
L ________ _ (10,%) 25 5 82 .20 3.28 .061 2 _________ (10,%) 21 0 89 .00 4.24 .000 
;L _______ (10,%) 24 0 71 . 00 2.96 .000 
4 _______ - (10,%) 25 5 40 .20 1.60 . 125 
5 __ _______ - (10,%) 20 5 90 .25 4.50 . 056 

From this point of view, the Cycle First Positive 
Ascent (4) is clearly the b est. There is another 
point of view, however , that may b e still more 
ignificant in a comparison of these five methods. 

The point is this- the method to be preferred is the 
method that tends to r each more differen t peaks. 
Such a method would r each the global maximum 
less often but one would feel more confident of Lhe 
high est peak among 5 01' 10 than h e would if only 2 
or 3 distinct peaks h ad been found . T able 5 con
tains a record of the num·ber of disLinct peaks that 
were found b y each method. It seems to indieate 
that the variations of the "first posi tive ascen t" 
m ethod are better than the others at locating differen t 
peaks. 

TABLE 5. Numbe1' of diffe1'ent peaks found by the 5 methods 

Case (6,1/2) 

M ethod _______ 2 3 4 5 
Peaks _________ 4 4 3 4 

Method ___ ____ 1 2 3 4 5 Peaks _________ 3 3 4 5 3 

5.6. Critical Values of Radius 

Considering problems (c) and (d) of section l.2 
once again, we defin e the "low cri tical r adius" of n 
disks rl(n) as the answer to problem (d) and the 

22 A positi ve movc from a confi guration X is cfTcctcd by changing X to one of 
its " eighbors X, such tbat F (X, » F (X ). It is accomplisbed by a change in t he 23 Two final cOllfigurations arc deemed equi valent, in this comparison. j[ they 
pOSition of a siugle disk in one of t he coordinate direct ions by on c mesh uni t. are similar geo metrically a lld ach ie' ·e near ly iden t ical values of RATIO. 
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"high critical radius," 1'2(n) as the answer to problem 
(c) . Neville [1] refers to t he latter simply as the 
"critical radius" but we want to study both. For 
any number of disks n the cases that are "interesting" 
are the cases (n,1') where 1'1(n)::;'1'::;'1'2(n). 

A determination was made of 1'1(n) and 1'2(n) for 
all n in the range 1::;' n ::;, 10 (table 6). Some of the 
values were found by using the search methods and 
others could be determined analytically. For ex
ample we can calculate 1'1(n) for 2::;'n::;'5 by the 
following argument: 

We want to place the n disks in a ring around the 
center of A in such a way that the disks are packed 
in as tightly as possible without overlapping. Under 
these conditions each disk requires a sector cut off 
by an angle 0= 27r/n. Referring to the diagram in 
figure 70 we can immediately write 

1'/ (l - 1')= sin 0/2 

which reduces finally to 

sin (7r/n) 
1 + sin (7r/n) 

TABLE 6. Low and high cl'iticalradii fo l' up to 10 disks 

n ______ ____ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
------------------

Tl(n) _______ 1. 0 0.50 0. 464 0. 414 0. 370 0. 333 0. 333 0. 302 0. 276 0.266 
T' (n) ______ _ 1.0 1.0 .866 . 707 .609 . 555 . 500 . 437 . 422 . 398 Ar _________ 0 .500 . 402 .293 . 239 .222 .167 . 135 . 146 . 132 

and this formula is valid so long as the ring configura
tion is clearly the optimum packing. 

For small values of n, 1'2(n) can be calculated by 
noting that to achieve total coverage, all of the cir
cumference of A must be covered. For a given n 
the minimum l' required to cover the circumference 
is given by : 

1' = sin 7r/n. 

If total coverage is in fact achieved at this value 
of l' then 1'2(n) has been found. This argument was 
found to be valid for n = 2,3,4. 

Table 6 shows that the length 61' of the interval 
(1'1 (n) ,1'2 (n» shows a t endency to decrease with n, 
although not monotonically. Thus for larger n 
there is a smaller range of interesting cases. In 
fact when n = 10 the interval is (0 .266,0.398) whose 
length is only 0.132, whereas when n = 2 the interval 
is (0.50,1.0) of length 0.500. 

5.7. Efficiency of Covering Configuration 

It was thought that some measure of the efficiency 
of a covering might be useful in some applications. 
The efficiency should give some indication of ratio of 
coverage versus total covering area available. ' Ve 
therefore define the efficiency E(n,1') as the ratio 
between the maximum area (not percent!) coverable 
by n disks of radius 1', and t he total composite area 

of the n disks. H we denote the best percent cover
age by O(n,1') and remember that we have been 
assmning R = l we obtain the formula for efficiency : 

E(n,1') 
7rOen,1') 

n7r1'2 

The values of O(n,1') are contained in table 1, and 
E(n,1') in table 7. For most pairs (n,1') the efficiency 
is greater than X but two cases were found where it 
was less than K Specifically , E (3,7/8) = 0.435 and 
E(4 ,3/4) = 0.444. 

TABLE 7. Efficiency of coverage, E (n,r) 

~ n 
_ T ~_2 __ 3 _ _ _ 4 ___ 5 ___ 6 ___ 7 ___ 8 ___ 9 _ 10 

l)1 6 I I I I I I 0. 985 0. 934 0. 90 0 
:t8 1 1 1 0.989 0. 936 0. 907 . 842 .772 . 70 6 
~16 1 1 0. 974 . 883 . 796 .731 . 653 . 580 . 52 2 
)6 I 0.961 . 863 . 749 . 653 .571 . 500 X X 
~. 0.948 .8.58 . 740 . 625 . 527 X X X X 
% .878 . 753 . 629 . 512 X X X X X 
'Yi. . 807 . 659 . 528 X X X X X X 
')4 . 737 .576 .444 X X X X X X 
1')i. . 674 . 502 X X X X X X X 
l-i . 614 . 435 X X X X X X X 
1%6 . 556 X X X X X X X X 

I . 500 X X X X X X X X 

X indicates total coverage is pOSS ible, so increases in P = nr2 are just wasted. 

T A BLE 8. Compal'ison of covering effu;iency with I1r2 held 
constant 

Case ________ (4,3 %, ) (5,3%4) (6, )6) (7, 1 ~~2 ) (8, }16) (9, ' % 2) (10,2%4) 
R atio _______ 0. 973409 0. 980666 0. 979418 0. 995094 0. 999432 0. 999130 0. 99962 
nrz ___ ___ ____ 1. 485 1. 495 1.500 1. 538 1. 531 1. 485 1. 526 
E(n, r ) ____ __ 0. 655 0. 656 0.653 0. 647 0.653 0.673 0.655 

Several runs were macle to obtain data pertaining 
to problem (e) of section 2.2 . The value of P = n1'2 

was set at 1.5 (or as nearly as possible)24 and the 
corresponding efficiencies were calculated. At first 
it was suspected that efficiency would always be 
better when n was larger, but the results in table 8 
contradict the conjecture. The efficiency of (5,35/64) 
is 0.656 and that of (6,1 /2) is only 0.653. This 
discrepancy could hardly be due to the errors in
volved in the approximation because the appro).ima
tion tends almost always to be an under estimate of 
the true value (see sec. 6) . 

The K erschner result cited in secti.on 1.3 can be 
rewritten slightly to read : 

l!~~ N(~r2 9/27r,!3= 0.827. 
n-)a> 

The expression on the left is the limit of the 
efficiency in the case of total coverage as the number 
of circles increases and l' decreases. 

D enoting 'A= 2,/3/9 ,ve get the following corollary 
to the Kerschner theorem: 

21 'rhe possible values of r are res tricted to nu mbers of the form k/64 where k is a 
positive integer < 64. 
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Given a set S of area P /A and ~>O, Lllel'c exisLs a TAB LE 9. Comparison oj ratio convergence at di.D'erent meshe.~ 
number 1'0> 0 such that I T2N(T)-PI< ~ when 1'< 1'0' 

This follows immediately by wTi ting K erschn er's 
theorem a : 

lim r2N(r) = A(P/A)= P. 
r-c>O 

If we define the potential P of a set of N disks of 
r adius l' as P = Nr2, the above corollary says that 
any set of area P IA can be covered by a set of disks 
with potential arbitrarily close to P. 

J n particular , if the set is a disk of radius R, then 
we have 7rR2= P /A or R = (P /7rA)1!2 where 1/7rA = 0.827. 
If we put P = 1.5 we get R = 1.114 and this means 
that a disk of radius 1.114 can be ",Llmost" covered 
by disks with a potential of 1.5 . 

6 . Convergence of the Approximation 

Some estimates of the accuracy of the approxima,
tion used in the sear ch methods have been 
determined . The approximation was introduced in 
the calcula tion of the ratio of coverage (RATIO). 
The convergence of the approximation as the m esh is 
refined was studied by an auxiliary computer pro
gram called RATIO CONVERGENCE which cal
culates the value of RATIO for a particular con
figuration at mesh sizes 8, 16, 32, 64, 128. Several 
of the configurations were simple enough so that the 
ratio of coverage could also be calculated accurately 
by analytical methods. T able 9 givcs t he results of 
several runs performed to estim ate t he convergence. 

The configuration of the fil'st case in table 9 con
sists of a single disk of radius 1'= 1/2 centered at the 
center of A. This means that the ratio of coverage 
sbould be exactly 0.250. The table indicates that at 
a mesh of 64 t he approximation rl iffers by only 
0.0006 from the correct r atio of covemge. 25 At a 
mes h of 256 the difference is only 0.00016 . 

In the first three cases the change in RATIO 
between mesh 64 and m esh 128 \vas less than or equal 
to 0.0004. 

I n the fourth case the configuration involved two 
disks and the correct ratio of coverage was computed 
using the algorithm referred to in section 2.2. The 
true ratio of coverage was found to be 0.40225, which 
means the approximation differs by less than 0.001 
from the correct value at mesh 64. 

Two other configurations were tried in which all 
disks lie entirely inside A and no overlap occurs. 
The cases were (6,5/16) and (6 ,2/8). In the former 
case the approximate ratio at mesh 256 was 0. 584940 
and t he true ratio was 0.585937, a difference of 
0.001. In t he latter case the approximate ratio 
was 0. 374503 and the exact value 0.375000, a 
differen ce of 0.0005 . 

These tests of the accuracy of the approximation 
seem to indicate that at a m esh of 64 one can expect 

" A final mesh of 64 was t he olle used in most of t he com puter m aximization 
ex pcrimen ts. 

"-
~{CSh 

8 16 32 64 128 

Case -"" 1. ________________ 0. 233161 0.243380 0.247426 0.249436 0.249840 2 _________________ .865285 . 894073 .897972 .899681 .899998 3 ___ ____________ __ .860104 . 882i24 .885179 .886295 .885882 4 ___ _________ _____ . 378238 . 392182 .398440 . 401354 . 402049 

accuracy 26 on the order of ± 0.002. Furthermore, 
the approximation was usually an underestimate 
of the true value. At a mesh of 256 the accuracy 
is usually abou t twice as good. Most runs used a 
final mesh of 64 since the additional time required 
to increase to a mesh of 256 did not seem to be 
warranted by the additional accuracy obtained. 

An attempt was made to obtain rigorous limits 
for the error involved in approximating the covered 
area by the number of grid-points. 

Let L(r), denote the number of lattice points 
inside the disk defwed by X2 + y2.:S1'2, and let 

It is easily shown [18] that D(r) co nverges to 
zero as 1'---'7 CD, but the question of just how fast 
is another matter entirely. 

Hi lbert and Cohen-Vossen show that 

or in other words 

Lt,ndau [19, pp. 183-278] shows that 

D(r) = 0 (1'2/3), 

in fact [19, p. 271], 

D (1') = 0 (1'37/56+,) for any ~>O , 

but that 

These have been som ewhat improved [20] to read, 

V Cr) = 0 (1'15 /23+,) for any ~>O. 

The best result to date seems to be 

D (r) = 0 (1'13/20) 

which was shown by Loo-Keng Hua in 1940 [21]. 
The "conj ecturecl" result is 

D (r) = 0 (1'1 12+<) for E> O 

26 T his refers to t he error in estimating F (X ) by the approximation n,/n, defined 
in section 32. The error i" vo]ved in estimating a relative maxi mum of F (X ) by 
one of the fin al configurations produced by t he cornpu ter program is somewhat 
larger. 
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and it has already been pointed ou t above tlat tIllS 
is the best result possible. . 

Obtaining numerical upper bounds for D (r) Jr.om 
these results would involve a great deal more effort 
than seems worthwhile here. The problem is clearly 
tied in with fairly abstruse number theoretical in
vestigations. Furthermore, the error bounds that 
may be derived from the I-Iilbert and Cob en-Vossen 
mequali ty are so bad that tbere J ~ some real dou~t 
as to whether the subsequen t tlgh tenmg of thIs 
inequality is substantial enough to .help u s out. 

There is also the problem of estImatmg the error 
for n possibly (and indeed pr?bably) overlapp~ng 
disks. The above results pertam to the estnnat10n 
of the area of a single disk wi thou.t any bites taken 
out of it whereas we have a conslderably more 111-

volved situation, especially since we r eally want as 
tight an inequali ty as possible.. . . 

A recent paper by H. L. MItchell III [2~ l gives a 
laro'e amount of numerical results concermng L(r), 
the'" number of lattice-points (grid-points) in a circle 
of radius r. The paper includes calculations of D (r) 
and also D (r) jrl /2. The latter values we!'e calculated 
to o'et some evidence for the conjecture that 
D (r)"'= O(r l /H ,) for every E >0 mentioned above. 

7. A Conjecture Refuted by the Study 

Durino' the research on the covering problem the 
following conjecture, essentially a "law of diminishing 
returns," was formulated: 

Ij C(n,r) denotes the maximum ratio oj coverage 
attainable with n disks oj radius r, then 

C(n+ l,r) - C(n,r) ~ C(n,r) - C(n-l ,1'). 

This means that the successive gains in coverage 
by the addition of disks one at a t im e are monotoni
cally nonincreasing. Unfortunately two of the ca~es 
that were studied produced results that contrach ct 
the conj ecture. Table 10 g~ ves the values of ~he 
'atio of coverage for the cases JI1volved and the dIffer
ences. According to the conj ecture the second dif
ference should be a negative number, but table 10 
shows the two cases found in which it is positive. 
The amount by which i t is positive is large enough 
so that the error of the approximr .. tion could not be 
responsible for the sign of the second difference. 

TABLE 10. R esults of seveml cases showing positi ve second 
dii)'erence in C( I1 ,I') 

Case 

~g:~~~l: :: :::::::::::::::: -::::: 
(7.3/8) ___ ___ _________________ _ 

(8,5/16) ___________ ____________ __ 

~~b%m):::: :::::::::::::::::::: 

R atio (mesh 
of 256) 

0. 700365 
, 794 168 
.895913 

. 773017 

. 824466 

. 880818 

First difl'er
renee 

+0.093803 
+.101745 

+ . 051449 
+ .056352 

Second diO'c
renee 

+ 0. 007942 

+. 004903 

8 . The Second Covering Problem 

8.1. Description of Problem 

The second coverino' problem that was studied is 
somewhat more compl ex. l iVe are given a circular 
r.rea A of ntdius R and a certain number of straight 
lines which intersect the area A and divide i t into m 
regions E i (1 ~i~m). In addition, we are given . a 
certain number n of circulm' disks of rachus r< R . 
The problem is to find that placement of t he n disks 
which "covers" the largest amount of the area of A 
subj ect to the following restrictiot,l: . . . . 

.!l point is c.onsidered to be c~veTe~ ~f. and only ij ~t l.M S 
inside some (hs lc whose center ltes w~th~n the same regwn 
as the point in question. 

For example, the area of A that is covered by the 
three disks of figure 71 is shaded. Note that the part 
of disk CJ that is in Rl is not covered because 0 1 is 
not centered in E I , but rather in Hz. 

8.2. Analysis of Problem 

A configuration of n disks that mfLximizes the ~ov
erage will necessarily have a given number n i of chsks 
centered in each region R i • Furthermore, the place
ment of the n i disks in R i constitutes the best cover
a.ge of R i by ni disks independently of wha t occurs in 
other regions. 

This observation enables us to separate t he prob
lem into two parts and solve it fLS follows: 

(1) For each pai.r . (i,j) s\lbject to 1~i~~ and 
1 ~j ~ n, calculate the maXlmum area of reg;1On R i 
that can be covered by j disks. D enote tIllS area 
by A(i,j) . . .. 

(2) Let cJ> be the famIly of m-dlmenslOnal vectors, 
V = (nl,nZ, ... , n m ) such that th e ni are all non

m 
negative integers and ~ n i= n. K 0 \\' for en.ch VecJ> 

i = 1 
define the snm, 

m 
S(V) = ~ A(i,ni) ; 

i = J 

the maximum coverage we seek is then given b~' 

Smax= Max {S(V): VecJ> }. 

Portion (2) of Lhe solu tion is a purely combin a
torial problem whose solution depends only on the 
values of the entries in the matrix A(i,j ). We shaH 
return to this problem later. 

8.3. Computing A(i,j) 

Accordino' to the above formulation , the first slep 
in a solLltio~ to the problem is the calculation of the 
matrix A(i,j) for 1 ~i~m, 1 ~j ~n. For a particulaI 
(i,.i) this means finding the maximum. are!1 <?f a spe· 
cific reo'ion R i that can be covered WIth J disks. It 
the re~ion E i were circular, then the calculation 
would be that of the problem described earlier (sec. 
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1) . This sLrong simil a ri Ly sugge ted th e possibili ty 
of using a similar method to calculate A(i,j). As i t 
turned o'uL, only very minor change were nece sary 
to transform Lhe meLhods of solving Lhe earli er prob
lem into meLhods which will compu Le A(i,j) . The 
changes essen tially amoun t to restricting the cenLers 
of disks to grid-points insid e R i , and Hot counLing 
points ou tside R i when computing the coverage of a 
par ticula r configuration . So far as the computer 
programs were concerned, these changes were effecLed 
with a minimum of difficult~- , considering Lhe usual 

, complications which arise in modifying computer 
codes. The basic reason for this was that the new 
pro blem differed from the former only in Lhe region 
to be covered, and therefore many of the complexiLies 
of the program were unchanged. 

The p rogram accep ts as inputs cer tain parameters 
specifying the lines that , along with the boundary of 

1 the large circle, form the boundaries of each region 
R i in qu esLion. A line is specified as a "lower slope" 
or an " upper slope" at input time, accord ing as the 
region R ; lies above or below the line. As is well 
known, any line in Lhe plane (excep Ling verLicallines) 
can be wriL Len in Lhe form 

y = PX+ q. 

1,Ve assumed further that our lines have rational 
slopes and v-intercepts. That is, P= Pl/P2 and 
q= ql/q2 where Pl,P2,q],q2 arc inLegers with P2>O,q2> O. 
This will be true whenever the line passes through 
at least two grid -poin ts .27 Our equ ation then can be 
written as , 

or 
y= PIX/P2+ q]/q2 

(P2Q2) y=(PIQ2)X+(QIP 2), 

which is of Lhe form 

ay= bx+ c, 

where a,b,c are integers and a= p2Q2>O. These three 
integers a,b ,c are the inpu t parameters Lhat specify 
a line L. If L were further specified as a lower 
slope for the region R" then any point (x,y) which 
lies in Ri must satisfy 

y?px+ Q= (b/a)x+ (c/a) , 

that is, ay? bx+c. It should be noted tha t this in
equali ty can be tested by the computer using in teger 
arithmetic. This is precisely why we required that 
p and q be rational. For any (x,y), only a fini te 
number of Lests need be made to decide if (x,y) lies 
in R i . 

An example of the results of using this program to 
compute A(i,j) for a particular region Ri (l'=%) is 
given in figu res 72 to 75. The only in teresting" cases 
arej=1,2,3,4 since total cover age would certainly be 
possible with five disks of the same radius. Since 
the compu Ler program is essen tially the sftille as 
that used in the solu tion of the former covering prob-

"Suppose the line !1=PI+q goes through pOints P,=(r,s) and p ,=(t,1<); then 
it can be shown easil y that 1)= (1<-8)/(t-r) and q=s-pr. Therefore if r"',t,l£ 
are integers l then 1) and q arC rational. 

lem, Lhcre eemed no need for an exha usLi ve examina
Lion of cases. The particul1'1i" difficulLies in the sec
ond problem m ay in fact lie in the co mbinatorial 
question described in section 8.2. 

8.4. Combinatorial Aspect 

R eturning to the second p aTt of Lhe problem 
described in section 8.2 we find tha t the combina
torial problem can be reformulated 28 as an integer 
lineftr programing problem. We shall usc aij ins Lead 
of A(i,j) below, where "i" indexes subregions inclnd
ing a fictitious zero th subregion to absorb any unused 
disks. Let the matrix (xij),O':::;;i':::;; .L11, O':::;;j':::;;N be 
defined as follows: 

Xij= 1 if exactly j disks are allo t ted to the ith 
subregion and Xii= O otherwise. 1,Ve can then expr es 
the problem as follows: 

M aximize ~ i. j aijXij subj ect to constraints 

(a) Xij?' O 
N 

(b) L:; xij=1 
j=O 

(c)~jxij=N 
',J 

(d) Xij an integer 

O':::;;i.:::;;M, 

0':::;;i':::;;1IJ 

O.:::;;j':::;;N. 

As such, the problem can be handled at least in 
principle by the methods developed by Gomory [23]. 
P erhaps an especially effective algorithm can be 
constructed for the special problem involved here. 
Th is r emark is n,dded because the general method of 
Gom ory has been found to converge unacceptably 
slowly in so me cases. 

9 . Appendix 1. Algorithm and Analysis for 
Two-Disk Coverage Formula 

9 .1. Description of Parameters 

Suppose given a circle A of raclins r= 1, and two 
other cU'cles B and G, of r adius r< l , whose centers 
are at respective distances dl and d2 from the center of 
circle A. Let fJ b e the angle between 

(1) the segmen t joining the cen ter of B to that 
of A, and 

(2) th e seglnen t joining the cen ter of G to that 
of A (see fig. 4). 
We construct an algorithm to compute the area 29 of 
the "coverage set" M which is common to cu'cle A 
and a t leas t one of the two circles B and G. 
.M = An (B UG). 

We may assum e that the in ter ior s of B and G bo th 
meet th e interior of A (i .e., both AnB and AnG are 
nonemp ty) . Fur ther restrictions on parameters 
(1', fJ ,d l ,d2) are as follows: 

(1) 0<1'< 1 
(2) dl -1'< l ; d2 - 1'< 1 since AnB and AnG are 

nonemp ty. 
23 This integer pr{):sraming formulation was suggested by A. J. Goldman (NB S 

Operations Research Section). 
" IX I shall meau·the area of X; thus area of 11I= 1.\51, etc. 
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FIGURE 78 Calculation of angles 0, 0, Oz. 

FIGURE 76. Area common to two disks. 

F I GURE 77. Area common to three disks. FIGURE 79. Computation of u and v. 
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F I GU H E 80. Area bou nded by fo ur al'CS. 

(3) 0 5, 0 5, 7r since r eplacing 0 by (271" - 0) or (- 0) 
does no t change area. 

(4) d ,5,d2 ; we may assum e for convenience th at 
B 's cen ter is no fur ther from A's cen ter than C's 
center is. 

We shall create an tLddi tioD fI,l p fl,ra ill eter c (de
p ending on (J ,dl ,d2) , 

then c is the length of th e segmen t joining the center 
of B to that of C as can be shown efl,sily from the law 
of cosines. 

There follows an analysis, case by case, of the 
various configurations that require differen t tr eat
Inen t when calculatin g the coverage area in terms of 
the given par ameters 1', (J , dl, d2, and the defin ed 
parameter c. 

9.2. Intersection of Two Disks 

We begin by calculating the area common to two 
disks of r adii l' and R respectively wi th distance of 
cen ters d1 < 1'+ R. In case a < 7r/2 (see fig. 76a) 
the area may be calculated as follows: 30 

Area = Sector (QIOIQZ) - LlQIOIQ2+Sector (Q20 ZQl) 
- LlQIOzQ2, 

Sector (QIOI Qz) = (2{3/27r) 7r R2= R z{3, 

Sector (QZ02QI) = (2a/27r )7r1'z = 1'2a, 

LlQIOI QZ+ LlQ102Q2= 2 (LlOIOzQz) = d1R sin {3. 

We fin ally get the formula 

Area = R2{3 + 1'2a - dIR sin {3. 

30 The symbol C1Q, 0 , Q, means the triangle with t hese vertices, Sector (Q, 0 , Q,) 
,hall denote LhearcaofL besector taken in a clockwise sense from QI to Q, about 
0 •• 

b 

FIG U RE 81. Geometry of two disk cases. 

In case a > 7r/2 (see figure 76b) the area is: 

This formula reduces to the same formula as tho 
case a < 7r/2 by a similar argumen t. 

Furthermore in case a = 7r/2 our formula gives 
Area = R2{3 + 7rr2/2- d1R sin {3 which is correc t also. 
We have thus shown tha t for 0 < a < 7r, 

(1 ) 

Use of the law of cosines on !::"OI02Q2 yields 
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,,-hence we get a and {3 as 

a = arc cos ((1'2+ cli - R 2) /2rcll) 

{3 = arc cos ((R2 + cl~-1'2) /2Rcll)' 

In particular we notice that if bo th disks are of 
equal radius 1', and ell = e, then we get 

Area = 21'2 arc cos (e/2r)-e1' sin (arc cos (e/21')). (2) 

If R = 1 and 1' < 1, th e COlllmon area becomes 

where a and {3 are given as 

a = arc cos ((1'2+ eli - l )/2rdl), 

{3 = ar c cos ((1 + el~-1'2) /2ell). 

9 .3 . Intersection of Three Disks 

(4) 

(5) 

vVe now calcula te the area common to three disks 
where the common area is bounded by three circular 
arcs (see fig. 77a). In this figure AI,BI, and CI 
r epresent the r espective cen tel'S of A,B, and C and 
P ,Q,S represent the points of intersection of the three 
circular arcs. The common area will b e calculated 
by adding together the ar ea of t::,PQS and the three 
ar eas each bounded by one of the arcs and its 
associated chord . l iVe call th ese slivers (see fig. 77b). 

First we must calculate (3, the angle sub tended at 
Al by the arc PS of disk A. Using the law of cosines 
on t::,A1BIS and t::,A1C1P, remembering that B 1S= r 
= CJ) and putting 31 R = 1, we get 

a+ {3 = arc cos ((eli -1'2+ 1) /2cl1) 

{3 + y= arc cos ((el~ -1'2 + 1) /2cl2). 

Adding the two equations and subtracting the 
equation a + f3 + 'Y = O, we get 

f3 = arc cos (( cli-r2+ 1) /2ell) + arc cos ((el~-1'2 

+ 1) /2elz) - o. 

R eferring to figure 77b, we calculate the area of 
the sliver associated with angle {3 as the difference 
between the sector (PAIS) and t::,A1PS. D enoting 
th e area of the sliver as Sil we h ave, 

S/l = Sector (PA1S)- t::,A1PS 

= ({3/27T} 7r -XY 

= {3/2-sin ({3/2) cos ({3/2) 

= ({3-sin (3)/2. (6) 

vVe must now calculate the angles 0 and E of 
figure 77a. We shall present the argum ent leading 

31 This assum ption in valves no loss of generality since the ratio of coverage of A 
depends only on (r/R). 

to the ctLlculation of 0; the calculation of E is similar . 
R eferring to figure 78a we wish to calculate the 

angle 1:. QCI P = 01 + 02 = 0. N otice that P migh t li e 
on the left side of BICI, say at pI, in which case the 
angle 02 if measured by (04-03) would b e n egative. 
The formulas we shall derive will not be affected by 
this differ ence, as can be readily ch ecked . 

W e note immediately that 

so that we need only to calcula te 01, 03] 04' 
Using the law of cosines or sines on the proper 

triangles and noticing that !J.QCIB I is isosceles we 
obtain 

cos 01 = (e /2)/r=e/21', 

sin 03/cl1 = sin O/e, 

1 = 1'2 + el~-21'el2 cos 04. 

01 = arc cos (e /21') (8) 

03= arc sin (ell sin O/e) (9 ) 

04 = arc cos ((1'2 + el~- I )/2rd2) (10) 

Substi tuting into eq (7) we get 

o= arc cos(e/2r)+ arc cos((1'2+ cl~- I )/21'el2) 

- arc sin (ell sin O/e). (11 ) 

vVe get a similar expression for E, 

E= arc cos( (1'z + eli-l) /21'cll) + arc cos(e/21') 

- arc sin (clz sin O/e). (12 ) 

An argument similar to that leading to eq (6) can 
b e used to show that 

S. = 1,2(0-sin 0)/2, 

S, = 1'2(E-sin E) /2. 

R eferring to figures 77a,b we can readily see that 
the sides 81,82,83 of t::,PQS are given by 

81 = 2 sin ((3/2) 

82=21' sin (0 /2) 

83= 21' sin (E/2). 

The area of !J.PQS can then be gotten from the 
semiperimeter formula 

where 
Area !J.= ..jS(S-81) (8 - 82) (S-S3) 

S= (SI + S2 + S3) /2. 

(13) 

In our case 8=sin ({3/2) + 1' sin (0 /2) + 1' sm (E/2), 
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and the common aI'ect of the three disks is and 'PL is given by 

Area=-VS(S-Sl) (S-S2) (S-S3) 'PI = arc sin (ell sin O/e) (22) 

+(1/2) ({3-sin (3 +r2(o-sin o+ €-sin €)). (14) Tn the second case (AI in R2) we have 

9.4. Additional Paramete rs 

In the algorithm which is to follow sh01'tl~r it is 
necessary to calculate the distance from AI, the 
cen ter of A , to the two points, Q and Qo, where the 
disks 13 and 0 intersect. We label these points so 
that Q is the closer to Al and refer to their distances 
from Al as u and v, 

u = AIQ; v= AIQo; u~v. 

If we co nsider the disks 13 and 0 as already 
occupyin~ fixed positions in the plane and consider 
all possible positions of .Il l we notice allllost imm e
diately (rel'el'l'ing to fig. 79) that Al must lie below 
BIOI' and to the left of QQo. This is b ecause el L ~ dz 
and u~v. We distinguish two cases. 

If Al lies in the region Ttl, we have th e followin g 
equations: 

(0 ~'Pz< 7r/2) (15) 

'P1 + 'PZ = al'c cos (e /2/') , (0 ~'Pz< 7r/2 ) (16) 

sin 'PLidz = sin O/e (17 ) 

and these C,Ln b e solved 1'0), the vctlue of u2 ,ts: 

u2=r2+ d~- 2rd2 cos farc cos (e /21') 

- arc sin (d l sin O/e)]. (I e) 

H AI lies in r egion Hz, say at A~ in the figUl'e, th en 
we get the equ ations: 

'P1-'P2 = arc cos (c /2r), (0 ~'PI<7r/2 ) 

sin 'Pddl = sin o;e 

and these can b e solved for the value of u2 as: 

u2= r2+ el~-2Tel2 cos [arc sin (ell sin O/e) 

- arc cos (e /2r) ]. (19) 

We notice that the expressions in bmckets in eqs 
(18) and (19) differ onl~- in sign and since cos x is an 
even fun ction (cos (-x) = cos x) th e forlllulas for u 2 

are ielen tical. 
In the first case (AI in R1) we lmve the followin?; 

expressions 

where 'Po is given by 

'Po = arc cos (e /2r) (2 1) 

(23) 

where ,/II is given by 

(24) 

and 1>0 is given by (2 1). 
Once again the formulas for v2 are identical so there 

is no neeel to make a distinction between the cases. 
Recalling that we are assuming R = 1, the situation 

that Q lies inside A is expressed by u ~ 1 or equiva
lently u2~1. Similarly Qo lies inside A if and only 
if v2 ~ 1. Thus we have a perfectly effective test [01' 
this situation. 

9.5 . Analysis of Cases 

vVe suppose throu ghout thaL bo th disks 13 and 0 
meet the htrge circle A, and Lhat B is aL least as close 
as 0 to th e cen ter or A. \Ve also assu ill e that the 
radius 7' of 13 and 0 is less Lhan Lhat of A alld tha t 0 
measures the smaller angle for ill ed aL Lite center of 
A. These assumpLions arc equivalent Lo Lhe ftlgc
braic restrictions on paralllCters con tained in ( I ), 
(2), (3), and (4) of Litis appendix 1, sect io ll 9.2. 

Ca8e F I : Both disks are entirely within A. This 
is the case when . 

(25) 

This says Lhctt disk (Y is in sid e A, but we agreed that 
13 was at least as close in, so both musL li e insid e. 
\Ve distinguish two su bcnses. 

Subease FH : 13 ancl 0 overlap. This is tru e when 32 

(26) 

and the formula for the co mmon area covered is 

(27) 

where IBn 01 is found according Lo eq (2). 
Subcase F12: 13 and 0 do not overlap. This is true 

when 
c;::: 21', (28) 

and the formula for the area cover ed is 

(29) 

Case F2 : 13 is en t irely insid e A, (' partially so. 
This is true when cll +T~ I <d2+ 1'. Again we dis
tinguish two su bcases. 

Subease F 2L : 13 and 0 overlap. The condition is 
(26) and the area is given by 

(30) 
32 Tbe quantity c denotes the distance of centcrs of nand C and is calculatcd 

by c=(d.'+d,'-2d.d, cos 8)./'. 
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where IAnCi is given by (3), (4), (5) withdzreplacing 
dl in all three formulas for obvious reasons. IBn CI is 
given by (2). 

Referring to figure 78b, 01 is the angle 1: QAtB I and O2 

the angle 1: C1A 1Qo. 

Subcase F2z : Band C do not overlap. The condi
tion is (28) and the formula for the area is 

Sub case F34 : The conditions are 33 

OrfO; 

(3 1) and the area is given by 

Case F3: Both Band C are only paTtially inside A 
and they overlap. The condition is (26) and 
cl l +r> 1. 

We now consider in order the subcases of Fa 
beginning with the case 0= 7r and the case c = O. 
We eliminate the possibility c= O early in tbe game 
since we call for division by c in many cases. 

Subcase F30: The centers of B , A, and C are col
linear in the order indicated so that the condition is 
0= 7r; it can be easily established that in this case 
u < 1 necessarily and that the common region BnC 
lies entirely within A. The area is then given by 

Area = IAnBI + IAn c l- IBn c l. 

Subcase F3l: Band Care coincident. 
tions are 

(32) 

The condi-

(33) 

Subcase F3s: The conditions are 34 

OrfO; 

and the area is given by 

Area = IAnBI + IAncl- IBncl. 

Subcase F36: The conditions are 

and the area is given by 

Area =IAnB I+IAnCI-IBnCnAI 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

and the area is given by 

Area = IAnB I, (34) 

where the last term is the common area of the 
triangular region whose area is calculated in section 
9.3 of appendix 1, eq (14). 

which is calculated by eqs (3), (4) , (5). 
Subcase F3z : The centers of A, B , and C are col

linear, but Band C are not coincident, and the two 
in tersection points of disks Band C lie inside A. 
The conditions are 

0= 0; (35) 

where u~ is given by 

Subcase F37: The conditions are 

and the area is given by 

Area =IAnBI+IAn CI- IBn CnA I· 

Subcase F3s: The conditions are 

(36) and the area is given by 

It can be readily verified that eq (18) reduces to (3 6) 
under tbe conditions of (35). The area is given by 

(37) 

Area = IAnBI + IAncl- IEnC!. 
Sub case F39: The conditions are 

Subcase F33: The same conditions hold as for F32 u 2= 1; 
except the two in tersection points of Band C lie 
outside A. The condition is and the area is given by 

(38) Area = IAnBI. 

and the area is given by Subcase F4o : The conditions are 

Area = IAnBI. (39) 

In the following situations we shall describe the and the area is given by 
cases according to the conditions on the parameters 
and let the reader figure out the geometry for him- Area = IAnB I· 
self. First we define two new parameters 01 and O2• 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

~50) 

(5 1) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

33 See section 9.6 of appendix 1 for a ll explanation of the inequalities on the 0,. 

i= I,2 . (40) See section 9.4 of appendi x 1 for definitions of u and v. 
" 0>"0 wi II be true for all cases F" tbrough F". 
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Subcase F41 : The conditions are 

(55) 

fl.nd the area is given by 

Area=IAnBI+IAnOI· (56) 

Subcase F42 : The conditions are 

(57) 

and the area is given by 

Area = IAnB I. (58) 

Subcase F43 : The conditions are 

(59) 

and the arefl. is given by 

Area = IAnBI + IAn n. (60) 

The flilal case occurs when both disks Band C 
meet A but not each other. 
Case FH : The conditions are 

(6 1) 

and the areft is given by 

Area = IAnBI + IAnol· (62) 

9.6. Special Cases 

Most of the formulas for the areft covered that are 
presented in section 9.5 of appendix 1 can be verified 
by a consideration of. the geo l11~trJ.' of the . con fig
UI·ations. An exceptIOn to thIs IS the formula 
71"1'2+ IAn o l-IBn 0 1 which f1ppears in cases F32 
and F3t • 

Referring to figure 80 and denoting the ar~as 
indicated as G1, G2, and G3 we get the followmg 
expression for the area covered: 

Area=IAnOI+IAnBI- GI (63) 

but we also have the equations 

G1+ G2=IBn c l 

G1+ G3=IAncl· 

Solving for G1 and substituting in (63) we get 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

As reO"ards the inequalities on the Oi, if 0< 02 then 
the portion of disk B that lies outside A is inside O. 
If 0> 02 then this portion does not meet 0 and the 

area is calculated accordingly. Figures 81a and 
81b refer respectively to cases F34 and F 35 and the 
inequali ties can be seen geometrically. The inequal
ities on 0 and 01 are similarly motivated. 

10. Appendix 2. Analytical Solution 35 for 
N=2 

This section deals with the maximization of F (X ) 
in the very simple case n = 2. As noted in the n"lain 
text, and explained in detf1il in appendix 1, F(X~ is 
given by one of eight different f<.>rmulas, dependlllg 
011 the nature of the configuratIOn formed by the 
fixed circle A of radius R = 1 (this is the circle "to be 
covered") and the two "covering circles" C1 alJd O2 

of radius 1'< 1. Despite this complication , w~ shal1 
show that the problem can be solved analytlCally. 

To avoid trivial cases, the assumption 1/2< 1' < 1 
will be made tlu'oughout. As in appendix 1, the 
following notation will be used : 

d1= distan ce from 0 1'S center to A's center, 
d?=distance from 02'S center to A's center, 
~ = distance between 01'S center and 02'S center, 
O= angle between radius of A through 01'S center 

and that tlll'ough 02'S center. 
Thus we have, by the Law of Cosines , 

(1) 

The function to be maximizrd is given , in sct theo
ret ic notation , by 

7I"F(A) = G(dl,dz,O) = Arca (An 0 1) 

+ Area(An02)-Area (An Ol n Oz). (2) 

A preliminary remark which greatly sin~plifies ~he 
situat.ion is that 0= 71" for any configuratIOn whlCh 
maA'1mizes F(X). To prove thi , temporarily regard 
dl and d2 as fixed , but 0 as variable. That is , regard 
0 1 as fixed but O2 as rotatable around the center 01 A. 
Then the first two areas in the right-hand side of eq 
(2) are constant, but the third area i~ a decreas~ng 
function of 0 and therefore (cf. eq (1» lS a decreasll1g 
function of 0 for 0'::; 0'::; 71" and an in creasing function 
of 0 for 71"::; 0'::; 271". 

In what follows therefore, 0= 71" will be assumed, 
so that eqs (1) and (2) become, respectively, 

(3) 

G(d1,dz,7I") = g(d1,d2) = Area (AnOI) 
+ Area (An O2) - Area (Oln O2), (4) 

where eq (4) follows from the observation that 
AnOln02=Oln02 when 0= 71". . 

Next it will be shown that, for every configuratlOl1 
maximizing F( A), 

d1+ d2= c'::; 21', (5) 

d; + 1'2:: 1 i = 1,2. (6) 
" 'l'his solutioll is due to B. K . Bender and A. J . Goldman (NB S Operations 

Research Section). C. ':1:' . Zabll, Jr., suggested se veral e Xpository IlllprOH' Ill Cnt s. 
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Condition (5) asserts that 01 and O2 meet, while con
dition (6) asserts that 01 and O2 "stick out" past A, 
01' fLt least are not entirely interior to A. 

For the proof, first assume tentatively that c> 2r 
for some configmation which ma)"'1mizes F(X). 
Then el;+r~ 1 cannot hold for both i = 1 and i = 2, 
since this would imply 

contrfLdicting the hypothesis 1'> 1/2. Thus at least 
one of the lUnctions Area (An 0 ;) (i = 1 ,2) is a strictly 
decreasing function of di near the configuration in 
question . For such an i , we can slightly decrease eli 
fLnd thus increase ArefL (An Oi) without violating 
the condition c> 2r. Thus one of the first two areas 
in eq (4) is increased, the other is Ullchanged, and 
the third remains zero since 0 1 and O2 are disjoin t 
when c> 21'. Therefore g(el1,el2) has been increased, 
violating the assumption that the original configma
tion was maximizing. So the tentative assumption 
that c> 21' is untenable, i.e., condition (5) holds for 
every maximizing configmation. 

Now temporarily regard c, and thus the third area 
in eq (4), as fixed, so that eq (3) is a constrain t on 
ell and d2. For any configuration in which d1 + 1'> 1 
but d2+ 1'< I , it would be possible to decrease el) 
slightly (thus increasing Area (AnOI)) and to in
crease d2 by the same amount so that d2+ 1'< 1 is not 
violated and Area (An O2 ) retains the value 7rr 2. 

Thus g(dl ,d2) would be increased, and so the original 
configmation could not have been maximizing. A 
similar argument applies with i = ] and i = 2 inter
changed. Therefore a maximizing configmation 
either obeys (6) for i= I,2, or obeys 

for i = I,2 . (6a) 

Under the condition (6a), however, the first two 
areas in eq (4) have the value 7r1'2 and only the third 
one is variable. This fLrea is minimized (i.e., 
g(d l ,d2) is maximized) by choosing d l and d2 (and thus 
c= d1 + d2) as large as possible. Subject to (6a) 
these choices are d i- l - 1' (i = I,2) , which still satis!y 
(5) since 

c= 2 -2r~ 21' because 1'> 1/2. 

But these choices also obey (6) . This completes the 
proof that (5) and (6) hold for all configmations 
maximizing F(X). 

In what follows, therefore, conditions (5) and (6) 
will be assumed. It is convenien t to introduce the 
following quantities: 

28;=angle intercepted at A's center by sub tended 
arc of 0;, 

2<'oi = angle intercepted at O;'s center by subtended 
arc of A, 

zi=length of common chord of A and 0 ;, 
2f= angle intercepted at center of eithpT 01 or O2 

by sub tended arc of the other of 0 1 or O2 , 

z=length of common chord of 0 1 and O2 • 

It is readily found t baL 

cos 8;= (1- 1'2+ d/ )/2d;, 

cos 8i = (l - r2- dl ) /21'di , 

cos f = c/21' 

sin 8;= 1' sin ¢;= ~ Zi' l' sin f= ~z, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

From the geometry of the situation, it follows that 

o (Area (An OJ)/o (di ) =-z;; (13) 

an analytical derivation of this will be given later . 
Exactly the same argument shows that 

o(Area (ClnC2))/od;=-z, 

so that (see eq (4) we have 

(i = 1,2). (14) 

Now it will be shown that there is precisely one 
maximizing configmation , the one characterized 
rather elegantly by 

or equivalently, via eq (10) , by 

<,01 = <'o2= f · 

(15) 

(16) 

Note that, as might be expected, the maximizing 
configma tion is symmetric in ~he sense that ~1 = d2 . 

To prove eq (15), tentatlvely suppose It false. 
Without loss of generali ty suppose ZI ~ z . Then the 
function g(dl ,d2) assumes its maxi.mum on the tri
angle : 

dz?,I - 1', 

defined in the (dI,d2) - plane by conditions (5) foLncl 
(6) , at lL point at which og/odl does not vams? 
Such a point must lie on the boundary of T, and III 
fact not on its horizontal leg (endpoints excluded); 
this follows from standard calculus arguments . If 
the point is on the vertical leg of T (upper end-point 
excluded) , then on the one hand og/od1 must be non
positive and thus negative, so that Z<Zl by eq (14), 
an d on the 0 ther han d dl + l' = 1 so that 0 1 is in tern ally 
tangent to A, implying Zl = O. Since z< Zl and 
ZI = 0 are incompatible, this case is ruled out. . If 
the point is on the hypotenuse of T (upper endpolllt 
excluded), then on the one hand og/od1 must be non
negative and thus positive, so that Z>ZI' a~d on the 
other hand c= 21' so that 01 and O2 are lllternally 
tangent, implying z= O. Since Z>ZI and ~=O al:e 
incompatible, this case is also ruled out. Flll ally , If 
the point is the upper vertex of T, then on t.he ~ne 
hand consideration of the directional derrvatlVe 
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along the hypotenuse of T yield 

og/od1- og/od2= (z-Z I) -(Z-Zz) = ZZ-ZI5:. 0, (17) 

while on the oLher h and ZI= O and z = o as Ilbove. 
This impli e 22 = 0, so that 01 an d O2 are extern rdly 
tal1 ~el1t to each other and internally tangent. to A. 
SUCll a configuration can only occur if 1'= 1/2, C011-
tl'lldicting our assumption that 1'> 1/2. So every 
alternaLive to eq (15) h as been ruled out, and t he 
equation must hold. T o describe the maximizing 
configuration more explicitly, let x denote the com 
mon value o r ell a nd cl2• Equations (8), (9), an d (16) 
t hen yi('lcl 

which implies t b at 

(J 8) 

As a check, note Lhat x-71/2 tI S 1' -71/2 and x --'>O as 
1'-71, as would b e anticipated. 

Th e maximum coverage ratio F max can now be 
found in terms of 7'. Firs t we have, from eqs (4) , 
(11 ), (12), and (16) 

7rFmax = 27rr2+ (20i - 41'2o/ ) -sin 20i+ 2r2 sin 20/. 

From eqs (7) and (18), however, 

cos Oi= 2(( I - 1'2)/3) 1/2 = 2x, 

which with the a id of eqs (9), (1 0), and (16) yields 

21'2 sin 20/= 41'2 sin rp i cos o/ = 41'(sin Oi) (x/I') = 

Thus the last two terms in the above expression for 
7rFmax cancel each other, leading to 

where x is given by (18). 

TAB LE 11. Comparison oj analytic and computer solutions" 
j01' the case n = 2 

.,. -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - --
~ --------------------
1 H 6 _________________ _ 

3. " ------ ------ -------
q]6 . ______________ _ 

~~ ------------------
1')16 _________________ _ 

x 

0. 47735 
. 45069 
. 41926 
. 38188 
.33657 
. 27951 
.20091 

b O. 47754 
. 450GU 
. 4 1753 
. 38181 
. 33802 
.28128 

0. 601 
. OSO 
. 762 
. 29 
.889 
. H39 
.979 

O. GOO 
. 68i; 
. 702 
.829 
. 889 
.939 
. 979 

a X is t he distance oCtile ccntcl'sofcach of C1 a nd C 2 [ro ln t hat of "l in i hco ptilll ai 
configuration, and F'ma~/ 7r is tb e va lue of coverage obta in cd frolll Lhc co nfig ura· 
tiOD , I.e ., the max imum coverage. 'I'b c corrcs po nding values xc a nd HA'I'l Om az 
arc tbose obta ined from the computer simul ation at a Inesh of 256. 

b At the coarser mesh of 64, the value is x,=OA76. 

The value of x and maximum coverage (Fmax/7r) 
are compared in table 11 wi th the corresponding 
values Xc and RATIOmax obtained by the computer.36 

As can be seen, the agreement is excellent. 
Vole conclude with an analytical deriva t ion of eq 

(13). 

First use eq (11) to wl'ite 

o (Area (An Oi» /o (cli)= 2 sin 2 Oi(oO;(o (cli» 

- 21'2 sin2 rp i(O rp do (d i» ' 

By eq (10), this can be written 

o (Area (AnOi» /o (d;)=zi sin Oi(oOd o (cl ;» 

-1' sin rpi(orp j o (cli». (20) 

From eqs (7) and (8), however , 

- s in 0;(00;/0 ((1;) = - (1- 7·2- d / )/2ell, 

- 7' sin rpi(orp;(0 (di» = -(1- 1'2+ d/) /2d/. 

Substitution of these results in to eq (20) yields 
eq (13) , 

" This tahle was prepared by C. '1'. Zahll, Jr. 
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11. Appendix 3. The FORTRAN Program 

C 
-S -ONE 
S P2 

CYCLING FIRST POS ITIVF GRADIENT 
ocr LClO.ililO"O'. ___ . _________ _ 
OCT 237105624673 
READ100J 
PRINTI001 

1001 FORMATI72H 
1 1 

DIM EN S ION A I 50 1 , I P ( 501 • JO ( 50 1 • I POI 50 1 , JQ 0 I 50 1 , K 2 I 1000 ) , I T ( 4 , 51 , ) I 
XJTI4,512),IBI4.5121.JR(4,5121 . 

DIMEN SION NX(4) ,rPX(5nl.JOX(50) 
READ 1 .N7 
IDx2=1 _ 
CALL MK2TIK 2 1 
PRINT 201 0 

1000 READl.J7.KO,NC.N,KBIG,JXPO.JFACT,IRO,N4 
1 FORMAT(7I101 

IDX=l 
S CI A P2 

'~STO ·14 

S 
S 
S 
S 
.S 

PRtNT 2011,rDX2 
PRINT 2012.NC,IRO,K O,N.K BIGlN4 

2 K=KO 
IR=IRO 
NEWX=O 
JXP=JXPO 

50 I F I J7 13 d O tl 0 
10 READ9. (Ip · (IX), JO ' (IX), IX=l,NC) 

GO TO 4 
3 CALL XBARIJXP.K,IP,JO,K 2 ,NC,I4) 
4 CALL 5UMXIK,IP .JO ,IR,N C,N SUM, K2 ) 

6 

9 
7 

102 

101 

201 

PRINT 20 20 . I DX ,(I X,rPII XI.JOII X),r X=l,NCI 
CALL~AT IK.K 2 ,N SUM .R AT IO) 
PRINT 20 21. RATIO 
PRINT 20 22 , K 
KSO=K2IK) 
IRO=K2(IR) 
CALL VECTORIIT.JT.IB,JR,K2,IR) 
CLA I R 
AL S 1 
STO tR3 
SUB ONE 
STO MAX 
FORMA.TIlOt7) 
IFIIO-NC)1 01 .1 02 ,1 02 
I X4=NC · 
10 =1 
GO TO 201 
IX4=IO 
10 =10+1 
GO TO 201 
CALL NEA R IN S.I O,IP X,JQX.IR3.IP,JO,NC) 
H1T5=IPII O) 
INT6=JO(TO) 
INT7=K-I R-1 
IFIK2IINT5)+K 2 IINT6)-K2IINT7))12 34.1234,1235 

1234tFINS )12 38 ,2 005 ,1 238 
1238 DO 1300 IX S=1,4 

CALL SCAN1IIT,IB,JT,JB.I OpK2,JD.IP.JO,IXS.MAX,NS,IPX,JQX,K$Q.IRO) 
IFIJD)13 00 .13 00 ,1307 

130n CONTINUE 
GO · TO 2005 
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123 ~"'-==-.J,...1 >...:4"'----_____ _ 
CA LL ~CAN2IIT.IB,JT,J B ,l n , K2 ,J ci .I P .JQ ,I X5 .MA X , NS .IP X .jQX , KSQ .IR Of 
r FI J D ) 17~O , 1250 ,1 307 

1250 CON TIN UF 
2005 IF(I O-I X4)304. 3n' . 302 

30 2 IF(I O-NC) 30 4. 305 .3 05 
5 10=1 ' 

GO TO 201 
304 10 =10+1 

GO TO 201 
3 D, IFrK- KB I G) 18 tlQtl 9 

1307 IXO=I O 
MX2 =I XS 
CALL XNE\1 1 ~~X2 .IP,jQ; I X O) 
NE WX =NEWX+1 
GO TO 7 

18 PRINT 2027. NEWX 
PRINT 20 30 .K.II X,IP(I X)tJQ(I X).I X::01.NC) 
CAL L S U M_X I K .r P , J Q .r R • N C • N S l J M • K 2 ) 
CALL RAT I K, K2,NSUM . RAT I O) 
PRINT 2021 . RA TI O 
CALL REFINE IIT, JT ,I S , JB .NC.K.IR.IP.JO.JX P.JFA CT ) 
PRINT 20 3? , K 
GO TO 6 

19 CALL SUM XIKtIP,JQ,yR.NC. NSYM!K U ___ _ 
CA LL RATI K. K2 ,N SIJM . RATt O) 
PRINT 204 0 . K ,(IX, IP (I X ).JQ(I X ).~,~J~X~=~1~N~C~) ________________________ ___ 
PR INT 2041. RATIO 
PRINT 204?, NEWX 

53 IF(IDX-N4)41,4 2 ,42 
~_~~=~I~D~X~+~l~ _____________________________________ _ 

GO TO 2 
47 IF(ID X2 - N7) 4 3 , 44.~.~4~4~ _____ . ---- ------------
44 CALL RETURN 
43 I DX2 =I DX2 +1 

GO TO 10 00 
20 10 FORMAT II HI , 19 X ,38HCYCLI NG _L18S T -'pO S]. U V_E GR AQJ EN T~'L~RC~ ___ _ 
2011 FORMATI1H1,19X. 5HCASE ,1 21/) 
201 .fO RMA T I 2 OX d OH THERE ARC.uL. 2_Ql-1_ (..OVER! NG_ D I SCS OF RAD I US '~tlHI t! 

X3/20X,25 HMON TE CARLO IS USED WIT H .J 3 .8 H TRIAL S. /20X ,1 9HFINAL MESH 
X SIZF I S ,14,1 3H . KI CK OFF ,I 3 , 7H TIMES.) 

2020 FORMATIII 1 15X . 22HINIT I AL CONFIGURATION .I41/(15 X .I 2 .4H) 
.2_021YO RMAL_LL05.X . .!9HR AUO __ I S , [10 06) 
2027 FORMATI I//II10X,8HMESH IS .14 / 1) 
202 7 FORM ATIII IOX ,I 3 , 2 1H MOVfSH~~~~£~N_~~Q~ ) _ 

.r5.rS) ) 

2030 FORMATI /I/ 15 X, 31HRE LAT IV E MAXIMUM UNDER MESH OF ,I4,21H I S TH E CON 
1FIGURATI ONI II1 5X, I 2 ,4 Hl ,15,1 8 )) 

2032 FORMATIIIIII1 0X ,19HME SH IS REFINED TO.14) 
2040 FORMAH//1/15 x , 41H RELA TI VE MAX IM UM I,.lITHF:rNALrv1 ~_Sf1 SJZE_..Qf t1~,21H 

X· YS-:-THCCO-,'iF IGUR ATION I /115X,li,4H) ,15,IS) 1 
2l2.'tlJ--.9 RMAT I 1 1l5X . 24HF I NA_~ALV_~.OF R6lJ_0_ IS, FlO .... o."'-6 ---'-.) -------:------=-_----::-_---=-___ ---,-----,---___ 

2042 FORMAT(I/15X,76HTOT AL NUMRER OF MOVES WAS .I3111115(10 X.10H XXXXXXX 
XXXX )I/I/I) . 

END 

-------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
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